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(Readers are invited to submit items

for publication, indicating whether

the sender can be identified. Items

must be fully documented and not

require any comment,)

The November 14th P.T.A. meeting of the Weber School in Chesterfield, Mo.,

was devoted to the history and demonstration of wigs.

Inland Steel Company of Chicago found itself in a very embarrassing situation

recently. Seven good friends, all the big steel companies, were subpoened by a

federal grand juiy to investigate steel prices. Inland Steel Company, a holdout
with Kaiser Steel Corporation against the general price increase of April 1962,

was not served. As one official said, “this is most embarrassing.”

Kenneth J. McDonald, third district commander of the American Legion, and
author of a resolution calling for a Legion investigation of the Student Peace
Union and the World Affairs Center at the University of Minnesota, based
his recommendation on Socrates’ philosophy that ‘‘the unexamined life is not
worth living.” The Minnesota Daily

In a contrast of 1961 and 1962 income, Dr. Fred Schwartz s Christian Anti-

Communism Crusade went down by almost a third, from $1,208,994 to

$725,462; Rev. Billy James Hargis’ Christian Crusade declined from $816,305
to $777,355. The John Birch Society, however, showed a gain of almost 50 per
cent, from $534,242 to $737,717.

Group Research Report, Vol. 2, No. 5

The board of trustees of the Illinois Wesleyan University, a Methodist Univer-
sity, accepted a statement that the faculty is expected to support the

“Judeo-Christian” tradition, and implying that they should be active church
members. The policy would not affect current members — among whom are

agnostics — but only prospective faculty members. The question of tenure of

the present faculty was left unanswered. The school is a liberal arts university.
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Three years ago Mrs. Barbara Elfbrandt, a teacher in the Tucson, Arizona
public school system, was asked to sign a loyalty oath stating that she
belonged neither to the Communist Party nor to “any organization having for

one of its purposes the overthrow of the State of Arizona.” Mrs. Elfbrandt re-

fused to sign, and filed a suit challenging the constitutionality of the oath re-

quirement. The suit was denied by the Arizona Supreme Court and is now on
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court. Her efforts are supported by a committee
including Clarence Pickett, Robert M. Hutchins, and others. The State of

Arizona isn’t worried about Mrs. Elfbrandt’s loyalty: she still teaches in Tucson;
she just doesn’t get paid.

Tom P. Brady, who is credited with conceiving the White Citizens Council
movement, has been elevated to the Mississippi Supreme Court by Gov. Ross
Barnett. Group Research Report, Vol. 2, No. 15

TEACHERS
If you are a teacher we invite you to use FOCUS/Midwest

in your classroom. We offer a reduced rate for bulk orders.

Each student’s copy costs only 30 cents a month (half the

regular newsstand price). Free desk copies are included for

each instructor. Orders may be placed for any number of

months, but all issues must be mailed to one address.

Mail your order now and indicate whether it should include

the memorial issue:

Subscription Department
FOCUS/Midwest
P.O. Box 3086
St. Louis, Mo. 63130

You will be billed later.
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The Memorial Issue

F/M: Many thanks for your thought-

fulness in forwarding the meaningful

remarks about my brother . . .

Robert F. Kermedij

The Attorney General

Washington, D.C.

F M: ... it is timely and well set

out . . .

Tom C. Clark, Justice

Supreme Court of the

United States

F M: The passing of President Ken-

nedy is a shock for all of us both in

our personal lives and in our profes-

sional ones. His spirit will live on in

our works as well as in his own.

G. Mennen Williams

Assistant Secretarv of State

Washington, D.C.

F M: It is a fine tribute to our late

President and I am pleased to note

\ou have dedicated this issue to Mrs.

Kennedy.
E. William Henry, Chairman

Federal Communications
Commission
Washington, D.C.

F M: . . . That issue succeeded in do-

ing what no other publication I saw

could do — it made me feel mended
and almost whole again, inside, b\

drawing on the need I felt to do
something, personally, to prevent a

re-occurrence of that still incredible

w'eekend. There is a passage in Karl

Shapiro’s introduction to Tropic of

Cancer, wdiich says that ours is a

peiiod of chaos and mistrust, a “time

of assassins.” Especially potent was

\()ni- “piomise.” I thing it has the

same message as that of a few others

who realize that our fear and hate

have made us less then human. There

can be no such thing as social reform

unless people, acting as separate and

independent human beings, determine

to change their owm lives. What no-

bod\ must forget is that every single

person who has ever acted in fear,

hate, ignorance, or who has ever

tailed to act because of apathy, is

responsible for the events of that

weekend in November, w'hich was
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nothing more than a manifestation of

our collective failure to be free. We
know' now and can nev'er forget that

“it can happen here.” We must find

the courage and the caring so that

it will never happen again.

Susan E. Abrams
Cleveland, Ohio

F M: . . . this is a fine edition . . .

Edwin Guthman
Department of Justice

Washington, D.C.

F/M: . . . very interesting . . . very

moving also. Congratulations.

Thorpe Menu
Literary Editor

Kansas City Star

F/M: Your Memorial Issue is

magnificient. I congratulate you upon
a job that had to be done quickly,

but that w'as done surpassingly w'ell.

Hoke Norris

Literary Editor

Chicago Sun-Times

F M: You are a boost to my morale,
month after month. The latest issue

confirms wTat often — too often —
there is reason to doubt; namely, that

decency, kindness and respect for the
lives of others have a place because
they e.xist. I am proud to be your
subscriber.

Plans S. Falck

Professor of Social Work
Washington University

F M: Your recent memorial issue
w'as a well done and beautiful piece
of work; save for one thing. Your
(editorial) on the inside cover made
me rather sad. This rather self-

righteous and condescending expres-
sion w’ith its us and them” division
seems to me only to further the vast
misunderstanding and lack of charit\

that produces the kind of horrible
event w'hich has agonized us all. A
week ago I read an issue of a very
rightwing new'.spaper; its first issue

since the a.ssassination. I do not find

any real difference between its

pompous “us” and “them” and yours.

Surely, there must ahvays be dis-

crimination and decision in our
thought. Perhaps you w'ere overcome
by the useless anger that flooded over

so many of us. But let us not make
,'>'enseless and meaninglessly divisive

discriminations, nor be blinded by
anger. Else w'e must all give in to

despair. That is not the heritage Mr.

Kennedy left us.

Miss Kaye Howe
St. Louis

F/M: I w'ish to express appreciation

for the collection (\"ol. II, No. 9) of

moving and sensitive reflections and
statements of resolve w'hich w^ere oc-

casioned bv the tragic loss of our

President. Alone, each statement pro-

vides expression of a facet of think-

ing and feeling; together, through

their diversitw they form a panoramic
\’iew' of the present in our country,

and of the future that can be —
politically, socially, spiritually.

The format of the issue also struck

me as outstanding: one beautiful

statement about Mrs. Kennedy’s
fortitude, with appropriate pictures;

none but the verbal pictures of the

deceased President; the new Presi-

dent, unselfconscious in a rocking

chair, which has latterly somehow
come to symbolize stabilit\-, and in

this instance, continuity.

As a social worker, I especially ap-

preciated the door of thought wdiich

was opened b\' Mark M. Perlberg.

How' utterly ironic it w’as that Presi-

dent Kennedy, one of w'hose urgent
interests w'as the promotion of mental
health, should have suffered a tragic

end at the hands of someone who had
apparently suffered a tragic begin-
ning, and w'ho, as it turned out, met
his end at the hands of another who
had apparently also suffered a tragic

beginning. Unfortunately, there are

still infant, youthful, and adult

Oswalds, Rubys, left-wungers, right-

wingers, and no-wingers in our midst,

rich and poor, black and wdiite. We
already know and apply some cura-

tive measures; better yet, we already

know' and apply some preventive
measures to cope with the stresses of

discrimination, of poverty, of ignor-

ance, of feeling unwanted, un-needed,
unidentified, and angr\'. But as Mr.
Perlberg suggests, each of us has
to take himself into account, all of

us have to be concerned with the
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other, in the many ways, and on the

many fronts, that there are.

I am hoping to see some of Mr.

Perlberg’s thoughts developed over

and over again in future issues.

Miss Clotilde M. MoUer
New Orleans, La.

Privacy and Prejudice

F/M: Your recent editorial. Privacy

and Prejudice, did not go into mat-

ters as exhaustively as is your cus-

tom. The Missouri Athletic Club per-

mits groups to have luncheons and

banquets in its building. Several

Negroes have been invited to the

affairs only to be stopped at the

door. The Club not only prohibits

Negroes from joining but also pro-

hibits them from entering the build-

ing as invited guests. Thanks for

throwing the light of publicity on

these evils.

Sidney R. Redmond
St. Louis

F/M: Congratulations on your fine

editorial “Privacy and Prejudice”

(Vol. II, No. 8). You are certainly

correct in urging all “community

leaders” to resign from the discrim-

inatory social clubs to which they

belong and to do so in the legendary

Truman style. Such recommended ac-

tion should not be limited, however,

to public figures and it is not im-

possible, as you suggest, to ask the

average member of such clubs to

fight against the discriminatory pol-

icies of their clubs.

The clubs are composed of nothing

but a number of “average members.”

They are the club. If a sufficient num-

ber of them want to change the club's

policies, the policies can be changed.

Furthermore, I suspect that large

numbers of many such clubs would

like the policies changed but they

simply lack the fortitude to try to get

them changed. A larger number have

probably never even thought serious-

ly about the matter.

Each of the clubs has leaders or

officers and it is their primary re-

sponsibility to direct a change of

policy. The “average members” are

only secondarily responsible, but they

are still responsible and have a duty

to act if their leaders do not.

The members of the “better” clubs

are often thought of and doubtless

think of themselves as “pillars” of

their churches and communities and

are frequently described in the press

and introduced at public gatherings

as “outstanding civic leaders.” Are

they really? Can they be pillars of
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a church — any church — and be
content to live by principles totally

at variance with the teachings of

their church? Are they outstanding

civic leaders if they join such dis-

criminatory organizations and make
no effort to change their policies?

That these are private clubs and
that the members thereof are legally

entitled to invite into membership
such persons as they choose is an

irrefutable argument. Legally they

are right; morally they are wrong. It's

something for them to think about
and it's something for them to do
something about. Now.

Harold B. Bamburg
St. Louis

Ex-Ex-Ex-Disk Jockey Sorkin

F/M: I want vou to know that I

enjoyed it (Vol. II, No. 7) immensely,

especially the story on Dan Sorkin

by a personal friend of mine, Ed
Sachs, who incidentally trained me
in my present job and was the best

editor The Publishers* Auxiliary ever

had . . . until, of course, I came
along.

Edwin G. Schwenn
Executive Editor

The Publishers* Auxiliary

We Did It Again

F/M: I saw with great interest the

quotation in the law suit of Jonas
vs. Hearnes concerning reapportion-

ment of the Missouri Legislature.

This is to inform you that FOCUS
Midwest played a large (but un-

knowing) role in the formation of

this suit. Irving Achtenberg and I

decided that we were going to write

an article for FOCUS/Midwest con-

cerning the inequities of representa-

tion in the State of Missouri. The
more we met the more glaring we
felt this problem was and finally con-

cluded that an action of law was
needed to determine the questions

involved. Mrs. Harry Jonas and
Messrs. Robinson, Hirschman, and
Holliday felt as we did and became
the plaintiffs in the suit from which

you quoted at length in your last

issue.

Whether our suit succeeds or fails

is a matter for the court to decide,

but whether the principle of equal

representation succeeds or fails in

a representative democracy depends

upon the will of the people. I feel that

your magazine has gone a long way
towards presenting this principle for

the people to decide in their wisdom.
George H. Morgan
Kansas City, Mo.

Dateline: Kansas City
F/M: At the end of mv last

“Dateline: Kansas City” I listed many
doctors who helped on the case who
were non-Anglo-Saxon, so that when
I came to an Anglo-Saxon house doc-

tor I thought it whimsical to some-
what exaggerate his attractive Anglo-

Saxon features. For want of space you

cut my list with the result that the

purpose of my describing the attrac-

tive Anglo-Saxon features of the one

doctor became obscured. Some of my
friends have even intimated my
prejudices are showing L o r d v

ain’t the world becoming a

hellishlv difficult place to live in.

(You mav be glad to know that

Margaret is back in school now and

has only the slightest physical after

effects which seem certain to disap-

pear with a little more time.)

Robert Farnsworth

Kansas City, Mo.
(Editor’s Note: Our apologies.

Mr. Farnsworth’s participation in the

racial struggle, personally and pro-

fessionallv, is well known and needs

no elaboration on our part.)

New Year Thoughts
F M: The most blighting inferiorit)

is not so much the limited man as he

who would limit others. There are

tho.se who would have whole races

weighted down by a deadly sense of

shame. The\ are expected to beseech

forgiveness, not for any’ fault com-

mitted by themselves, but for the

faults commited against them by the

members of other races.

Who can predict the destiny of a

race? Who can measure the un-

perceived values of a life? It is onl\

fatuous men who presume to such

wisdom. In the hidden recesses of

the human spirit what seeds of

genius, of courage, of beauty^ may

there await the quickening clime of

the brotherhood of man!

The liberated soul would awaken

in the oppressed the love of liberty,

knowing that the law of life is

growth. He would not wound by

bringing feelings of shame to a broth-

er weaker than himself. Aware that

he knows neither the limits nor the

possibilities of any man, nor of any

race, he would strive to encourage

all men to throw off their shackles

and explore every opportunity .

Racial prejudice expresses the nar-

row, provincial mind. “All are but

parts of one stupendous whole.” Hand

in hand let men pursue one goal —

the free, unfettered soul

Caroline G. Nations

St. Louis, Mo.
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The Memorial Issue EDITORIALS

C) N November 22, our last issue was ready

for the presses. Over that weekend it was

decided to put the current material aside and

j

publish a Memorial Issue dedicated to Mrs.

!
Jacqueline Lee Bouvier Kennedy. While this

I
delayed publication, we took advantage of the

i freedom which smaller magazines enjoy and

counted upon the good will of our subscribers

in departing from our schedule.

Nothing in the young but lively history of

FOCUS /Midwest has equalled the response

to the Memorial Issue. We were forced to re-

print the edition. It was noted with praise

in as far awav places as the New York Times.

All the articles were written within days,

if not hours, of the assassination. It was the

first issue which dealt with only one subject.

We are now considering whether to address

ourselves to only one topic more often. This

would enable us to deal with one problem

area more exhaustively.

Actually, we would be able and most willing

to add to the regular magazine such special

sections if an interested party could be found

to finance its net expenditure. (Even founda-

tions would qualify because this would not

constitute “support,” which not-for-profit

institutions usually cannot do. Rather it rep-

resents an expenditure for presenting issues

such as the publication of any speech or

workshop summary — which show up so

frequently in our mail.) Such a section could

represent a valuable service to this region.

Additional copies of the Memorial Issue,

at the regular 60 cents price per issue, are

available. Meanwhile, we will do our best to

catch up with our schedule, although we plan

to worry more about the quality than the

punctuality of FOCUS/Midwest.

(A)RE and the Globe

T he Strange Case of the Jefferson Bank

vs CORE” in this issue make instructive back-

ground reading for the “expose” of ten articles

in the St. Louis Globe-Democrat

.

The G-D series, called “Inside CORE,” is

a dated and tired attempt to link with malice

aforethought CORE and Communism. We
thought that McCarthyism is one deviation

which even the rightists prefer to forget. In-

nocent us. The first sentence of the first in-

stallment — repeated in the series and in an

editorial — shows up the journalistic standards

of the articles as well as of the Globes editorial

department (
which should not be lumped to-

gether with the news and other departments).

The .series begins: “The Congress of Racial

Ef{ualit\', whose St. Louis Chapter has led

bank demonstrations and buying boycotts, has

been heavily infiltrated at certain points

throughout the country by the supporters of

pro-Communist organizations.” As evidence
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that “Pro-Reds Infiltrate CORE Leadership”

the G-D later names, among others, these

distinguished Americans: The Rev. Fred L.

Shuttleworth, A. Phillip Randolph, Roger N.

Baldwin, and Earl Dickerson. In its idiocy the

series stands in solitary splendor.

This opening statement does not mention

Communists. It does not mention pro-

Communists. It only refers to “supporters

of pro-Communists.” The friend who knew a

friend who knew a friend. By omission this

statement declares that St. Louis CORE and
its leadership is not Communist nor pro-

Communist; and that it has not been infil-

trated by Communists or pro-Communists.
Only individuals, “supporters,” are mentioned,
who supposedly are among the 60,000 mem-
bers of CORE and whose membership is

somehow linked to the Communist movement.
This series places the Chicago Tribune to

the left of the C-D, and since everv'thing to

the left of Globe publisher Richard Amberg is

susceptible of Communist contamination ....
The series repels all who have the capability

and the courage to make up their minds in-

dependently of Globe editorials. While, un-
fortunately, the gullible will begin to suspect
CORE, the articles are not libellous; they are

cleverly written. The G-D was not as careful

sometime ago when it made unfounded
charges against Linus Pauling, scientist and
twice Nobel prize winner. He is suing the

paper for $150,000 actual damages and
$150,000 punitive damages.

If there should be any doubt about St.

Louis’ morning paper, its “1964 Platform”
answers all questions. It contains not one
word, not a token phrase, about the white
man’s burden in creating a more democratic
societ\’.

Privacy and Prejudice (11)

controversial opinion expressed openlv
fref|uently lights up more than was initially^

intended. We took some satisfaction in noting
the re.sponse, local, regional, and national, to

our editorial requesting political leaders to

resign from discriminatory social clubs. News-
papers throughout the country picked it up
and Newsweek queried President Truman on
dur suggestion. (Incidentally, without chang-
ing our view that Mr. Democrat should re-

sign from the Kansas City Club and the Mis-

souri Athletic Club, we are second to none
in our admiration for his record in civil rights.)

In balance — including a cancellation of a

subscription by a St. Louis labor leader —
matters were as “calm as usual” shortly after

publication.

While Newsweek, the New York Post, the

St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and other media
throughout the country thought that our rec-
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ommendation was newsworthy, an executive

of tlie Associated Press in Kansas City com-

plained to his underling in St. Louis that the

item had been carried by their wire. The St.

Louis chieftain in turn sharply reprimanded

the editor who had dispatched 280 words for

consumption in the northeastern part of the

United States, for using material from a maga-

zine of “such insignificant status.” He ques-

tioned the editor’s judgment and his “wordy”

coverage and “extensive quotes” from FOCUS
Michcest.

We are glad to have the AP on our side.

But we wonder whether it was the “insignifi-

cance” of FOCUS 'Midwest or the distorted

value judgment of the AP men which made
the storv unworthy of coverage? It strikes us

that the honest and fair distribution of news

is at the mercv of a very few. Institutions such

as the Freedom of Information Center at the

University of Missouri or magazines such as

the Columbia Journalism Review or Quill max-

serve the public well by closely observing the

domestic distribution of news bv the wire

services. For example, the knowledge we have

of the St. Louis AP office makes us doubt

their objectivity.

No, we don’t expect the AP to carrv this

editorial.

• • •

We want to commend U.S. Senator Stuart

Svmington, Eugene R. Liner, Grand Knight

of Chicago’s Loop Council 182 of the Knights

of Columbus, and five other council officers.

When it was found out that Negroes could

not attend a campaign meeting in behalf of

Senator Symington at the Missouri Athletic

Club in St. Louis, the meeting was shifted to

the Cambridge Room of the Mayfair Hotel.

One of the guests invited was Howard B.

Woods, executive editor of the St. Louis

Argus. He infoiTned the group that he could

not attend for other reasons, but the last time

he was invited to the xMAC, he was ejected be-

cause he was a Negro.

The six top officers of the Knights of

Columbus in Chicago resigned when a

Negro was refused admission to their council.

Robertson on Schools

H AYES Robertson, Republican Cook County-

chairman, has been quoted as saying that

the public school system was never con-

ceived as a weapon to force social change. In

an article in FOCUS ^A//V/u;c.s'b Prof. Robert

J.
Havighurst, who now heads up a survev

of the Chicago school system, discussed some
time ago economic segregation in our schools.

He cited the 1954 United States Supreme
Court decision that “separate educational fa-

cilities are inherentlv unetpial.” Prof. Havig-
hurst went on to say:

Irrespective of the economic status
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of the parents, schools can be eco-

nomicallv integrated. If they are not,

school administrators must accept a

large part of the responsibility. Their

refusal to adapt school policies to

the needs of urban social renewal,

is a vote against urban social re-

newal.

Mr. Robertson seems to forget that inaction

is just another form of action.

New Fellowships

T HE University of Chicago is taking a first

step toward bringing support for humanistic

studies up to the lev^el now accorded to

scientific training. It has begun a program of

special fellowships in the humanities. The

fellowships carrv stipends of over $4,000 per

\ ear for three years of study leading to a Ph.D.

degree. The program will support 45 fellows

each vear, once it is fully established. Par-

ticularly praiseworthy is the University’s

broad definition of the subject matter of

humanities, a definition which embraces many
aspects of the social sciences as well as the

more traditional humanistic subjects.

Dateline: Chicago

F OK tlie past \ear, Mark M. Perlberg has

given of his writer’s craft in evqry issue of

FOCUS Midwest. His column, “Dateline:

Chicago,” has had a broad focus; he has

written of the techniques of music criticism,

the off-stage personalities of Russian ballet

dancers, the nature of Pop Art, the way sum-

mer comes to Chicago, the death of a Presi-

dent. His column has shown his steady con-

cern for honesty and craftsmanship in the

arts and in every facet of our urban sui-

roundings. While “Dateline: Chicago” wall be

under different authorship, Mark Perlberg wall

continue to waite for us, and w^e hope that

the greater length and flexibility of his ai tides

will make up to our readers for the loss of

his regular column.

Our new- Chicago columnist wall be novelist

Harry Mark Petrakis. Petrakis’ first book, “Lion

At My Heart,” was published in 1959. His

second novel, “The Odyssey of Kostas

\"olakis,” published in 1963, w-as widely ac-

claimed by critics. He is also a waiter of short

stories, and has been published in the Atlantie

Monthli/, the Saturday Evening Post, Harpers

Bazaar, Country Beautiful, and Greek Herit-

age. He is the winner of an Atlantic First

Award and a Benjamin Franklin Citation lor

his fiction. His beautifully apt comparison of

the \oung Thomas Wolfe and John F. Ken-

nedy, published in our Memorial Issue, has

already given our readers an idea of the

quality of our new' contributor. We look for-

waird to a long and happy association with

him and with our readers because of him.
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HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
UNITED STATES SENATOR

Favors East -West Trade
American businessmen are now

negotiating to sell American wheat

to the Soviet Union. This effort rep-

resents a significant step ahead in the

field of East-West trade. I advocated

earlv that the government reduce re-

strictions on export licenses to fa-

cilitate sale of wheat to Eastern

Europe, because I believe that such

sales are in our national interest. It

is now time to examine additional

initiatives in East-West trade to:

( 1 ) serve our economic self in-

terest,

(2) serve our strategic interests in

building a web of economic rela-

tionships with the people of Eastern

European nations, and

(3) provide concrete avenues of

negotiation with Eastern bloc coun-

tries.

This last purpose is important, and

often overlooked in public discus-

sions of the merits of East-West

trade. On the great central problems

of the Cold War, we are still Far

apart. There are no simple, easv solu-

tions to the basic political conflicts

between the So\'iet bloc and the

United States. But on the peripherv,

we can learn how to negotiate. We
can keep up an initiative for peace.

On such issues as trade, we can work

to create an atmosphere of coopera-

tion wFich could help open the way
to settlements of the larger problems.

The Soviet Union needs w^heat. A
combination of poor climate and a

poorlv arranged and managed agricul-

tural system has resulted in a need
for massive imports. The Soviet

Union also has hard currency to pay
for agricultural imports. It makes no

sense for the United States to refuse

to sell wTeat to that nation, only to

learn later that West Crermany has

sold flour made from American w^heat

to the Soviet Union for hard cash.

It makes no sense for America to

refuse to sell wheat to the Soviet bloc

if the Russians can buy wheat from

C’anadians who finance their sales

with credit from New' York banks.

The truth is that our allies have
long since parted company with us

on trade policy toward Eastern

Europe. In 1962, all U.S. exports to

all Eastern Europe amounted to only

$125 million. Western Europe in 1962

exported to the same market pro-

ducts w^orth more than $2.1 billion.

This represented a ratio of 16 to 1.

We have lost the economic ad-

\ antages of trade in a growing mar-

ket. Our private traders are restricted.

Our surpluses grow. Our balance of

payments deficit is affected. Our

farmers suffer and our economy lags.

Our unilateral embargo — that’s

wiiat it amounts to — has not affected

either the Soviet economic or military-

position. Meanw^hile w^e have lost

leverage in the cause of winning com-

merical order, in gaining political

concessions, in e.xpanding areas of

negotiation for peace.

I am mindful of real problems in

East-West trade. These include patent

protection for Americans, credit con-

trols, unified policy with our allies,

and more. We cannot make any head-

w'av on these, how'ever, as long as we
isolate ourselves from our allies be-

hind our unilateral trade policies.

I propose that w'e analyze the pat-

terns of trade our allies are develop-

ing. I propose that w'e be even more

stringent in banning trade in strategic,

militarv materials, even as w^e at-

tempt to expand trade in non-strategic

materials.

The ideological conflict betw^een

ourselves and the Soviet bloc is total.

This will not be moderated by argu-

ment. There is no solution to it in

a w'ar that w^ould buiy us both.

There iiiai/ be a solution by progress

and evolution wTen the human w'el-

fare of people is helped and they

know its source. Russian people are

aw'are of their agriculture lailures.

Their press has told them that wheat

is being bought in the West.

I do not know how long the pres-

ent “thaw” in the Cold War will last.

1 hope it lasts. One way to find out

is to take an initiative in testing it

and promoting it. Our trade restiic-

tions are outdated. They have dis-

couraged any genuine exploration of

the potential for expanded trade to

the point where the extent of pos-

sible cooperation is unknown. I in-

tend to press for full review.

Paec EiAht

DATELINES

There is a strain of political in-

tolerance running through the na-

tion’s immediate reaction to Presi-

dent Kennedv’s assassination w^hich

is confused and potentially' debilitat-

ing. Partly' this intolerance is under-
standable and justifiable because of

the urgent national need to unite in

a moment of crisis. But that is onl\'

a part of the explanation.

Texas has been the scene of much
rightist political activity' which fre-

(juently has been virulentK' hate-

filled. Before much w'as know'n about
Osw'ald, I’m sure most of the nation

assumed Kenned\- w'as the victim of

violent rightist reaction. Then as Os-
wald’s guilt became more w'idely pub-
licly accepted, it w'as learned that

Kennedy’s assassin w'as a leftist. Pub-
lic revulsion to the act of assassina-

tion has since been transferred to

political extremism of both the right

and the left.

In this climate of understandable

political intolerance w'e need to re-

mind ourselves of a few basic his-

torical facts. There is nothing in-

herentR- evil in political divergenc\'.

On the contrar\’ what is political ex-

tremism at one moment in our

American histor\- often becomes the

middle of the road at a later time.

The Federalists, the Abolitionists, the

Populists were probablv all frecjuent-

ly considered political extremists in

their dav. But the\- gave direction to

the ever shifting middle-of-the-road,

and subsefjuent history made their

extremist view's touchstones of re-

spectabilit\ . C.'learh’ political diversit\'

is necessary' to keep our political ma-
chiner\- sensitive to the demands of

clianging times.

Our public indignation should not

be aimed at political radicalism, but
at political intolerance. When a

rightist group assumes it is the in-

.strument of God’s wrath correcting

FOCUS Midwest



man’s sinful falling from the true

path, or when a leftist group assumes

it is the instrument of an inevitable

historical dialectic executing imper-

sonal judgment on the historically

unfit, then they become dangerous
and need to be controlled. But they

must not be controlled by an equally

intolerant golden mean which sees

deviation at its best as political

quackery and at its worst subversion.

Unity is socially desirable. Unanim-
ity is not. Our American tradition

has consistently stressed the import-

ance of uniting disparate elements.

A glance at our most representative

American literature will illustrate the

point. James Fenimore Cooper made
the racial and cultural differences of

Hawke\e and Chingachgood witness

to the strength of the human bond.

Similarl)' in Moby Dick the dread in

Ishmael’s soul is redeemed when he
SN'mbolically marries Queequeg, a

purple-tattooed South Sea Island can-

nibal of noble manhood. And then
there is Huckleberry Finn who flees

the besotted violence of his father

and the tepid dehumanizing of the

righteous civilized world of the

Widow Douglas and Miss Watson to

find a meaningful personal bond of

innocence and love with a runawav
slave.

I am not invoking the classic

American fiction of Cooper, Melville,

and Twain to support either the John
Ihrch Society or the Communist
Part\\ But in the process of protect-

ing ourselves from the social venom
which mav be deeply imbedded in

particular political groups we must
not so restrict the area of political

dialogue that we sterilize our politi-

cal institutions.

President Kennedy believed in

courageous politics, which demands
critical awareness, personal faith, and
tolerance of differences. That is the

American tradition at its best. It

would be disloyal to the memory of

John F. Kennedy to respond to his

death with fear and vindictiveness.

Harry Mark
Petrakls

Let me say right at the beginning

that the editor of FOCUS ^Midwest

by this invitation to me to become
a regular contributor proves himself

an unusually perspicacious and com-
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passionate man. For in an age when
literature is definitelv not heroic and
the magazine markets shrivel in the

sunbaked wasteland between the poles

of the Ladies Home Journal and the

Evergreen Review, a heroic writer

needs an outlet for his anguished
cries.

At the same time I am not with-

out certain civic accoutrements. I

have lived in Chicago for thirty-five

of the last thirty-nine years and am
no callow and casual lover bound to

the great Hera by an accident of

geography.

If you see what you want, don’t

ask for it, may well be the motto of

this city in a garden. Leo Burnett

calls it a cit\- in search of a person-

ality and Nelson Algren calls it a

city on the make. Burnett’s tract is

a temperate and Ivrical call to dut\'

and opportunitv with a huckster’s

stress upon our virtues. Algren’s ode
is the song of a betraved lover, his

anger has the fire of some passion-

scene, and the same edifices that

Ihirnett marks with pride as achieve-

ments, Algren sees as wa\- stations on
the road to Golgotha.

The segments of this cit\' which
I know best are not the slums of

the west side, the gilded bars of

Rush Street, the glass houses on Lake
Shore Drive, and the thicklv carpeted

offices of the LaSalle Street brokers.

Mv own haunts have been the neigh-

borhoods about m\' father’s church,

and the people I have known best

are the dark faced Greek produce

men with strong and calloused hands
and the dark mantled Greek women
wi th faces from some Attic choms.
I have eaten the roast lamb at count-
less Greek weddings and drunk the

on michigan
avenue's

‘magnificent mile”
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resin wine and danced as a \^oung

man the wild mountain dances. I

married a dark-eyed and lovely

Greek girl and mv father died and

now I have sons of my own to listen

to my stories.

But I have worked in numerous

shops and stores and briefly owned a

restaurant and a tavern and spent a

couple of vears in the south side

mills. I have wandered the city and

walked the streets in all the seasons

of the vear. At night I have stood by
the lake, hearing the waters lap

softlv at the shore, and seeing in the

distance the great gleaming lights of

the citv downtown, like some young
man’s flickering dream of glory.

I know something of the pulse of

the citv and the reasons perhaps

whv some of our talents leave us

turning their faces to the East. I will

trv to write of this without acerbity

or malice but with candor and with

affection. For this is my city too, and
if it has not always provided me all

the nourishment I needed, if it has

not alwavs heeded mv cries, in many
small wavs it has sustained me and
provided the materials for my books

and stories. A man has little right

to ask for more.

For months now' I hav'e tried to

get something of Ch-eat Debate stature

into these columns, and finally . . . .

Well, suffice to sav that it w^as gratih -

ing to notice that the ‘'American

Opinion Librarx' and Book Store”

had moved into that unoccupied

space at 241 North Euclid Avenue
in St. Louis just around the corner

from a rank of flossv women’s shops.

It w^as disappointing to find that

the range of American opinion at the

librarv runs roughlv from Barry Gold-

water to William Buckley, w'hich

doesn’t tax its w'ind much.

Publications at the library —
generouslv laid about in inviting pat-

terns — include the John Birch So-

ck'tif Ma^azinr (sweet namesake!),

American Oj)i)}ion, The Dan Smoot
Rc^port, Human Events, Manion

Forum, and main other reprints and
aiticles slightlv to the right of the

( iokhvater shelf. These brochures

concern subjects such as “that same

old unfillable Foreign Aid rat-hole”

and “anti-anti-Red groups.”

As I accepted the polite librarian’s

invitation to pick up a few’- “Save

Our Republic — Impeach Earl War-
ren” postcards at the expense of

American Opinion, I noticed one of

the more popular conservative authors

was represented, Taylor Galdwell.

Her “AnatomV of a Liberal,” a re-

print that is made up to resemble a

term paper some professor has marked

with a large A-plus (no Gomsymp
this prof), warns:

“If the Liberal is a layman he is

active in church affairs. He gets him-

self, through his sleepless work, onto

every board and into every com-

mittee.

“He is not there to do the w'ork

of God,” continues Miss Galdwell.

“He know^s only one master, and his

name is not God.”

I expected, at that point, some

little drama to ensue behind the

librarian’s desk — few^ low’ gongs, a

little sinister Dragnet music; per-

haps a sudden, cold w’ind to balloon

the American flag at my elbow’. I

have never been suspicious about

those poor, sleepless devils wuth

baggx’ eves, but there was something

peculiar a bout the librarian's

glance ....
Instead of giving in to my suspic-

ions, I discovered a tract by one ol

our local commentators, Kirkw’ood’s

ow’n Mark Andrew’s (strongly smelling

like a pseudonvm) whose pamphlet

was entitled “How’ to Fight Com-
munism 35 Wavs and Win!” Some of

his suggestions are, “cut the cost

of government approximately in half

. . . end the farm mess . . . abolish

foreign aid . . . repeal the personal

income tax . .
.
plug up over 700

major loopholes consuming our tax

dollars . .
.
prevent new socialistic

schemes, as yet unrevealed, from be-

ing enacted . . . and etc.” How can he

lose?

But I am a little skeptical of those

“a s vet unrevealed socialistic

schemes.” Mv eyes should be pretty

sleepless and baggy after plugging

up a few' hundred of those miscel-

laneous rat-holes, or loopholes.

About an American flag-length

aw'ay, next to the “Get Us Out!”

placard left over from a United Na-

tions flag-raising ceremony here, was

a n o t h e r wonderfully enlightening

book, Edw^ard Edell’s little classic,

“An American With Guts,” a volume

that w’as all chest and no legs. I was

going to talk about that, but a yellow^

Aver about secret anti-anti-Red groups

caught my eye. A significant para-

graph said, “.
. .the secret group is

doing everything in its pow’er to

defeat fighters of Gommunism. This
is done bv writing articles containing

many names of various persons and
by handouts and by nationally

circulated stories.”

Sounds suspiciouslv like a con-

spiracy of the American press, doesn’t

it? Propaganda in the w’ant-ads. Hand
me my glasses, everything’s getting

fuzzy.

coming

NAMES

AND

NEWS
The next issue will present

the first of “NAMES and

NEWS,” a regular feature of-

fering items which deserve the

attention of our readers. Our

standards for inclusion of items

will be ver\- strict. They must

be of significance to the demo-

cratic, cultural, and social de-

development of our society.

Within this general rule we
will range over man\' subjects

and areas.

Ever\' reader is invited to

submit contributions; publicity

outlets are solicited for their

suggestions. I n c 1 u s i o n in

"NAMES and NEWS” will be

I

a recognition of merit.

FOB 3086, St. Louis 30, Mo.
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Prosecutor IVants

Unpopular Group

Off Campus

Three former students at Indiana

University are under indictment

under a state law to rid the

Hoosier State of subversive elements.

But the chief oflFense committed by
these young men, if offense it is, is

that they attended an approved meet-

ing on the campus.

It was a meeting of an unpopular

minority group, to be sure — the

Young Socialist Alliance. Few people

hold the beliefs of the Y.S.A. Its

power is slight indeed. It may be
dead wrong in its outlook. Actually

its program might well do more harm
than good — most programs are more
harmful than they are beneficial.

But the point is that in a free

country ideas and discussion are free.

No one is under any compulsion to

accept an idea any more than he is

obligated to go hear that idea ex-

pounded.
In October 1962, these Indiana

University students and their as-

sociates began to have trouble with

the Bloomington, Ind., authorities

over meetings and speakers. Towns-
people became parties to it. Police

were involved and some non-students

were anested and charged with strik-

ing a policeman.

Last January the county’s young,
new prosecuting attorney, Thomas
A. Hoadley, got into the case with a

vengeance, to put it mildly. In March,
Leroy McRae, a Negro, spoke before
a Y.S.A. meeting on the subject ‘'The

Black Revolt in America.”

The three officers of the Y.S.A., all

native sons of Indiana, were indicted

for violating a 1951 Indiana law, but
in July the indictment was thrown
out of court by a judge as too flimsy

to afford the basis for a trial. Now
the three are re-indeted and con-

fronted with the possibility of spend-
ing the next two to six years in

prison.

Here is what President Elvis J.

Stahr of Indiana University, a foimer
Secretary of the Army, has to say
about these carryings on:

“We have far too much to lose

ultimately if we unleash the forces of

suppression under the guise of pro-

tecting freedom . . . Indeed the wrong
kind of hunt for the presumed villain

can too easily be more damaging to

freedom than the villain himself.”

Prosecutor Hoadley has been
quoted in the Louisville Courier

Journal as saying: “Mv basic interest

is not to put these students in jail

but to remove the Y.S.A. from the

campus facilities. It would have been
cleared up months ago if the Uni-

versity had simply decided to remove
it.”

But many members of the Indiana

University faculty see the issue more
clearly. Without in any way indors-

ing the views of the students, or ap-

proving the sponsoring organization

several hundred of them have said

in a joint statement:

“Freedom to express ones view is

the right of every American, but it

is especially necessary to the life of

a university. A university is not a

grammar school. Its function is to

produce mature men and women who
can assume positions of responsibility

in a democratic society. This means

that men and women who respect

another human being’s right to be

heard, who can weigh arguments and

evidence, who can make up their own
minds, and who, when they believe

they are right, do not fear trying to

persuade their fellow citizens. ... If

students are punished for ideas others

believe to be wrong, or are denied

the right to voice them, the univer-

sity might just as well cease to func-

tion. That students, like the rest of

us, will err, we take for granted; but

you cannot teach boys to shoot

baskets by benching them every time

they miss.

“We find it particularly objection-

able that the members of a campus

organization should be indicted for

remarks made by a guest speaker

whom the organization had invited to

present his ideas. This principle, if

applied consistently, could paralyze

the intellectual life" of the community

by discouraging the appearance of

any challenging or stimulating guest

speakers. Let us remember that a

university closed to new or different

opinion is a dead university.

“We are proud also to live in a

community which has the moral fiber

to realize that the end does not

justify the means, and that the way
to combat ideas with which we dis-

agree, is not to arrest their adv'ocates,

but to challenge them with better

ideas.”

To which this observer says a

hearty and grateful,“Amen!”

This is not asking what your coun-

try can do for you, this is doing some-

thing for your country. And strangely

enough almost everyone is in reach

of an opportunity not too different

from the one in Bloomington, Ind.

Only not too many of us rise up to

meet it.
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T first it seemed to be a dispute

between a small organization and a

minor financial institution. But the

affair of the St. Louis Committee for

Racial Equality (CORE) and the

Jefferson Bank & Trust Company

affected the entire community and

its vaunted racial harmony and pro-

gress.

Briefly, this is what happend: On

August 30, CORE picketed the bank,

alleging unfair hiring practices; some

people from the picket line entered

the bank, several locked arms and

blocked the door, others sat down,

singing and clapping. Bank officials,

expecting something of the kind, had

been to court and obtained a tem-

porary restraining order to block any

interference with their business.

Nineteen people — nine as a result

of that incident, ten more after

later demonstrations — were tried,

found guilty of violating the court

order and sentenced to various fines

and long terms in jail. Picketing and

demonstrations continued, and others

were arrested on lesser charges.

Almost every word in this brief

recital raises a question.

Why did CORE picket the Jeffer-

son Bank, which can boast of hiring

the first Negro teller in St. Louis,

especially when Jefferson, along with

six other banks, had just endorsed a

ten-point fair employment program

put forward by the Council on Hu-

man Relations?

Whv, on the other hand, if bank

officials intended to hire Negroes

did they choose to fight CORE?
Why was the first group committed

to jail composed almost entirely of

officers and members of CORE who
were known to have opposed the

violation of the injunction and who
did not participate in the demonstra-

tion inside the bank?

At press tune, the St. Louis

CouH of Appeals upheld 15 oj

the 19 convictions, but held

that four had been illegally re-

strained. The four ordered dis-

charged are: Charles R. Old-

ham, his wife, Marian, Ray-

mond Howard, and Herman
Thompson.

Why was their bail set at the high

figure of $10,000?

Why was the charge against all

nineteen changed from civil to crim-

inal contempt?

Why was the bank s attorney, the

son-in-law of the bank president, a

man with a personal interest in the

outcome of the case, appointed by
the court as special prosecutor?

Why were the sentences so heavy?

^ HE Story really began almost ten

years ago. At that time, the Jefferson

Bank & Trust Company, operating

under different ownership and in

another location, had ten or twelve

Negro white collar employes.

By 1958, only two were left. In

that year, CORE twice met with

bank officials in an effort to negoti-

ate a restoration of the former en-

lightened employment policy. The
officials stated that they still had a

non-discriminatory policy and an-

ticipated hiring additional Negroes

soon. CORE returned to the bank
in 1960, 1961, and 1962; each time

being told the same thing about the

employment policy. The statement

became less and less convincing as no

additional Negroes were hired.

In the spring and early summer of

1963, CORE began once more to

try to open new employment op-

portunities for Negroes in St. Louis

banks. But now, the temper of the

times had changed. It was decided

to ask each bank to hire a

specific number of Negro employes

within a specific time. The numbers

to be asked for were based on Ihe

size of the bank’s staff. The Easton-

Tavlor and Mound City Banks, both

small, both doing considerable busi-

ness in the Negro community, were

each asked to hire two Negroes with-

in two weeks. In both cases, agree-

ment was reached.

Negotiations with the Jefferson

Bank were again fruitless, and in

early August, a letter was sent by

CORE demanding that four jobs be

opened to Negroes within two weeks

as a show of good faith, and that

an aggressive hiring policy be pursued

to bring their Negro work force up
to ten per cent of their total staff

within six months.

John H. McConnell, executive vice

president of the bank, replied to the

letter, again stating the bank’s *Tair

hiring” policy, but refusing to agree

to CORE demands. He was quoted in

the Post-Dispatch on August 27 as

saying that “at present the bank has

no job vacancies and no plans to

hire anyone.”

After the expiration of the two-

week period, two CORE members,
Lucien Richards and Rev. Charles

Perkins, checked with the bank once

more and found the situation un-

changed; CORE then voted to take

some kind of demonstrative action.

At a strategy meeting a few days

later plans were agreed upon. The
bank had not yet obtained a restrain-

ing order, but was seeking it. The
group therefore did not know whether

they would be faced with a court

order, and if so, what kind of action

would be forbidden.



Charles Oldham, an attorney and

former national president of CORE,
recommended that if the restraining

order were issued, it should be
obeyed.

A proposal was made to picket and
to form a human chain in front of

the doors. There was considerable dis-

agreement over the second part of

this proposal and it finally passed by
a vote of 18 to 13.

If CORE was not unanimously for

the demonstration, the newspapers

were unanimously against it. The
Post-Dispatch on August 28 had
editorialized, apropos of the March
on Washington, that “A great minor-

ity of citizens is appealing to the

American people for a right to the

American way of life ... A long

time ago, Americans took hazardous

and revolutionary steps ‘to secure

these rights’ . . But on August 29,

when members of that same great

minority proposed to take “hazardous

and revolutionary” steps to secure

these rights the Post-Dispatch warned
against “unjustified direct action.”

While employers were reminded by
the Post of their duty to provide

evidence of non-discriminatory policy

“as a token that the era of pro-

crastination is over,” Negro leaders

were admonished that “jobs are not

created overnight. Their goal should

be, not a numerical quota, here and

now, but definite guarantees that

the employment door is open and
will stay open.” The Post failed to

realize that after years of fine state-

ments and closed doors, the only

acceptable guarantee that the em-
ployment door is open is to have

Negroes walking through it.

The Globe-Democrat said, “The

efforts of this infinitesimally small

but boisterous segment of the St.

Louis community will disgust and

revolt all of those who — like this

newspaper — have been trying so

long to open new opportunities to

Negroes and improve the status of the

race.” This long campaign to open

new opportunities is a bit difficult

to document in the pages of the

Globe and never included any ad-

vice to the Jefferson Bank to hire

Negro workers. But now, advice was

given: “We hope that the Jefferson

Bank does not give in to blackmail

and intimidation.”

AUGUST 29

The day before the demonstrations

were scheduled to begin, seven banks,

including the Jefferson Bank, met

with the Council on Human Rela-

tions, a city body, which put forward

a ten-point program which was en-

dorsed bv all seven banks.

AUGUST 30

On Friday, August 30, at two

Virginia Brodine traces the em-
ployment history of the Jefferson

Bank, CORE activities, and of

utmost importance brings out the

wondrous meanderings of the

judicial process. The article leaves

many questions unanswered; pos-

sibly they will never be answered.

CORE and its sympathisers

should agree that violators of the

law, whatever their motivation,

must expect the wrath of the law.

We are sure they do. But CORE
has a complaint — above and
beyond its concern for fair em-
ployment — that the judicial sys-

tem did not operate impartially.

The Negro feels alienated from

many institutions which are ac-

cepted and approved without ques-

tion by whites. The majesty of the

law must not be tarnished by the

same doubts.

• • •
Some have argued that the

demonstrators in the case have

stepped beyond the philosophy of

civil disobedience of Martin Luther

King, by obstructing the movement
of others and not merely non-

violently demonstrating for their

rights. This is a fine point and per-

haps caused the sizable vote of

dissent in CORE when the action

was approved. Whatever the merits

of this argument, it does not in-

volve the social meaning of civil

disobedience.

A non-violent “direct challenge”

is one of the widely-used tech-

niques in core’s strategy
for achieving racial equality.

This may bring demonstrators into

direct conflict with the law, but

they consider such civil disobed-

ience — including the likelihood

of imprisonment — an honorable

method in the struggle for civil

rights.

Civil disobedience is a method
Northerners tend to admire frogi

a distance, e.g. when practiced by
a Gandhi in defiance of British law.

They find it romantic as history,

as in the underground railroad

which defied the fugitive slave

law; or today, in the South, when
it is practiced in defiance of state

laws and city ordinances uphold-
ing .segregation. However, when it

takes place in their own dooryard,

they find it unacceptable. It is,

after all, a method appropriate to

a society in which the law, or the

administration of the law is un-

just, and the social structure too

rigid to adapt readily to change.

JEFFERSON BANK VS. CORK /Fir^inia Brodine



o*clock, a restraining order was issued

by Judge Michael Scott of the Cir-

cuit Court of the City of St. Louis,

ordering fourteen named individuals

and other CORE members to re-

frain from all kinds of actions which

might interfere with “the proper and

nonual conduct of plaintiff’s bank-

ing business.”

At about four o’clock the same

day, pickets began to walk up and

down around the bank. After they

had been picketing for some time.

Sheriff Tozer and deputies appeared

and served several people with copies

of the restraining order. Then some
of the pickets gathered on the park-

ing lot to hear Attorney Raymond
Howard, a CORE member, explain

the order. Howard advised that they

abide by it, and others agreed. Some
of the pickets, however, felt that a

demonstration of civil disobedience

was called for. They first blocked the

front door, then moved to the back,

and while they were blocking the

back door, other demonstrators en-

tered the bank, sat on the floor, and
sang.

AUGUST 31

The following day, Saturday,

Wayne Millsap, attorney for the

bank, filed an application for a civil

contempt citation at a special ses-

sion of the court. Nine persons were
named. Two were brought in that

night; the remaining seven sur-

rendered on Sunday. The nine were
William L. Clay, alderman from the

twenty-sixth ward; Robert Curtis, an

attorney and chairman of St. Louis

CORE; Raymond Howard; Charles

R. Oldham; Marian Oldham, vice-

chairman of CORE; Rev. Charles

Perkins and Lucien Richards who
had negotiated with the Jefferson

Bank in the attempts to change its

hiring policy; Norman R. Seay and

Herman Thompson, both .school

teachers. Testimony of vyitnes.ses at

the later trial, and pictures taken by
newspaper photographers and police

showed that, of the.se nine, only

Richards participated in the demon-
stration inside the hank and Rev.

Perkins was inside the hank ar^uin^

with the Sheriff.

Bond was .set at $10,000 each, an

amount more in keeping with a

charge of second degree murder than

of civil contempt. Four of the nine

posted bond; the other fiye remained

in jail.

SEPTEMBER 3

On September 3, the trial opened,

with defense attorneys asking time

to confer vyith defendants and to

Pa<^c Fourteen

prepare the defense. They were

granted a half hour for this purpose,

after which the defendants asked the

Appellate Court to order Judge Scott

to cease from the prosecution of the

suit. This was denied; but at the

suggestion of the Appellate Court,

Judge Scott granted more time.

Later that afternoon, they filed a

writ of habeas corpus and at seven

in the evening the St. Louis Court

of Appeals released the five who were

still in jail on the grounds that they

had not been afforded a hearing prior

to arrest as provided by law. The case

was continued to September 23.

SEPTEMBER 19

Four days before it was to begin,

defendants were advised that they

were charged with criminal, rather

than civil, contempt. The basic dif-

ference between the two is that a

civil case is between two private

parties, the plaintiff and the de-

fendant, the defendant being charged

with violating a court order issued

to protect the private rights of the

plaintiff, while a criminal case is

betw^een the public and the defend-

ant, the defendant being charged

with an offense against the majesty

of the law. What took place between

September 3 and September 19 to

change the character of the offense

was not clear. It became even less

clear when a second group were ar-

rested on October 4, denied time to

prepare a defense because this was
not nece.s.sary in a ca.se of civil con-

tempt, and finally were .sentenced

for criminal contempt.

In ciyil contempt ca.ses the de-

fendants must only cease his viola-

tion of the court order to be relea.secl

from impri.sonment; in criminal con-

tempt ca.se.s the defendants must not

only cease their violation but can

also incur punitive impri.sonment. In

criminal contempt, ca.se.s interested

parties are generally not appointed

by the court. However, the court fol-

lowed this practice here.

Mr. Millsap, attorney for the bank
and son-in-law of bank president

Dillon Ross, was appointed by Judge
Scott as special prosecutor. During
the trial a sixteen-year-old girl who
was a member of CORE and had
participated in the demonstration

testified that Millsap had been to

her home, asked her to make a state-

ment, and offered to protect her

and her brother from prosecution.

A motion was made to appoint

another attorney as prosecutor in

his place, but this was denied. The
prosecution sought to show that those

not actually involved in the demon-

stration were nevertheless guilty be-

cause they were inv^olved in a con-

spiracy on the part of CORE to

violate the court order and to en-

courage other people to violate the

order.

OCTOBER 4

All during September, picketing

took place at the bank but the in-

junction was not violated. Then on

Friday, October 4, a group of young

people, many of them high school

and college students, demonstrated

at the bank, and fifteen w^ere ar-

rested. The juveniles were released,

but sev'en adults vv^ere charged with

violating the court order. They w^ere

taken to a special night session of the

court for a hearing which began a

few hours after their arrest and con-

tinued until 3 a.m. None of these

people had been named in the re-

straining order and they all testified

that they were not members of CORE.
The following Monday, their trial be-

gan, recj nests for time to prepare a

defen.se haying been denied.

All through the next week, dem-

onstrations continued. It might be

well to point out here what has

been obscured by the frequent repeti-

tion in the nevyspapers of such words

as “unruly,” “disorder,” and “law-

les.sne.ss”: there vyas no yiolence on

the part of the demonstrators; neither

life, limb, nor physical property was

eyer threatened; and in spite of more

than a hundred arrests, demonstrators

w^ere never charged with violence.

The charges were contempt, trespass-

ing on bank property, lying in front of

police cars, blocking the street, and

similar “disturbance of the peace.”

OCTOBER 9-21

On October 9, CORE sent a tele-

gram to the bank, proposing talks,

but the oyerture was rejected. On
October 10, a picket line of Negro

doctors and dentists walked in front

of the bank, carrying signs reading

“Doctors for Democracy” and “Re-

.sponsible People Want Justice.”

This same week, Taylor Jones, one

of the .second group to be arrested,

found him.self caught between the

law on the east side of the Mississippi,

vyhere he liv^es, and on the west side,

vv^here he had demonstrated. He had

failed to make rental payments on a

T\" .set. Surprisingly, the TV com-
panv swore out a warrant for his

arrest on October 8 on charges of

deceptiye practices (hardlv^ a routine

procedure for such a matter). On
October 11, when Jones was due to

appear in court in St. Louis at 10

FOCUS Midwe.st



a.m., he was arrested on the TV
charge and not permitted to make
bond in East St. Louis until 10:30.

When he failed to appear in court

in St. Louis, his $5000 bond in the

demonstration case was forfeited.

When he did appear, his attorney

moved to set aside the bond for-

feiture, but without ruling on the

motion, the court recessed for lunch

ordering all parties to appear at the

afternoon session.

Hut during the noon recess Jones

was arrested, his bail increased to

$10,000, and when he could not make
this large a bond, he was returned to

jail. The forfeiture was finally set

aside about ten days later, but bail

remained at $10,000, which was im-

possible to raise, and he remained

in jail pending his .sentence.

As community concern mounted,

the Ministers* and Laymen*s Associa-

tion for Equal Opportunity entered

the picture. MALEO, composed pri-

marily of Negro clergymen, but in-

cluding some white ministers said:

“This fight is no longer CORE’S
fight. It is now the fight of every

Negro and ever\' person in this corh-

munity who stands for human rights.

Let us not confuse the issue. The
issue is jobs.”

The ministers were wise in sa\’ing

“let us not confuse the issue.” For
many St. Louisans, the issue had be-

come the “rowdy” behavior of young
demonstrators. Some, like State Sena-

tor Michael Kinne\% seized on this

as an excuse for doing nothing about

civil rights. Others began to realize

that the situation could not be al-

lowed to continue indefinitely; that

the whole community had some re-

sponsibility for solving the problem.

The Post-Dispatch suggested com-
promise “if this sore spot in the city’s

otherwise favorable racial picture is

not to be further inflamed.”

Mayor Tucker met separately with

representatives of CORE and of the

bank on Saturday, and then appealed
for a two-week cooling-off period.

There would be no demonstrations

during that time, and the Council

on Human Relations could work with
the bank to implement its ten-point

program on fair employment. Both

parties agreed to the truce.

The Report of the Council on Hu-
man Relations to the Mayor on their

meetings with the bank officials makes
interesting reading. On the question
of failure to upgrade: “The bank of-

ficials told the Council that they had
taken measures against this type of

discrimination and that in the recent

past a Negro employee occupying

the position of a messenger had been

sent for schooling at the American

Institute of Banking and will be up-

graded to the Transit Department
when a qualified messenger replace-

ment is secured.”

On the Councils proposal that all

recruitment sources be informed of

the bank’s policy, “the officials stated

that ... at present, no such action

need be taken because the Bank has

seven or eight Negro applications

with about 50 per cent being general-

ly qualified for any prospective job

openings that might occur . .
.”

This is a particularly interesting

statement in view of newspaper

stories which gave the impression

that the bank could not even find a

Negro qualified to be a messenger.

The final point in the ten-point

program called for periodic informa-

tion to the Council on Human Rela-

tions. On this “The Bank officials as-

serted that they are and will con-

tinue to keep the Council informed

of all results of these measures.”

However, the Council did not feel

cpiite well enough informed and went

back for another meeting because it

appeared that “according to lists of

employees furnished for Court pur-

poses a question was raised as to

whether employment vacancies existed

or did not exist at the time of the

Bank’s adoption of the Ten-Point

Program and since.” Specifically, it

turned out that since August 27 when
McConnell was quoted in the press

as saving that “at present the bank

has no job vacancies and no plans

to hire anyone,” and since August 29,

when it endorsed the ten-point pro-

gram, the bank had hired five em-

ployees: an auditor, hired September

9; a head teller, hired October 14;

an assistant collection manager, hired

September 10 (made application

August 21 and was accepted on

August 26); a clerk, hired September

11 and a temporary clerk, hired

September 10. All of these were
white.

The Council also reported that in

the period since they had begun to

discuss this fair employment program

with St. Louis banks — a period

which exactly coincided with the

Jefferson Bank demonstrations — 35

to 45 qualified Negroes had been

hired by the various downtown banks.

OCTOBER 24

As the cooling off period ap-

proached its end, the scene shifted

to the courtroom. On Oct. 24 and 25,

Judge Scott found all nineteen peo-

ple, who had been charged with

violating the court order, guilty of

criminal contempt. In addition to the

nine previously named, these were:

Louis Ford, Ronald Glenn, Benjamin

Goins, Ian Grand, Michaela Grand,

Taylor Jones, Kenneth Lee, James

Peake, Daniel Pollock, and Roberta

Tournour. Fines of $500 were as-

sessed against all except Clay, Curtis,

and Charles Oldham, whose fines

were $1,000. All were sentenced to

jail terms: six got 60 days; four got

90 davs; two got 120 days; two got

180 days; tw^o got 270 days, and

three got one year. Defendants were

also to pay court costs.

There is no minimum or maximum

sentence for contempt set by law. The

penalties were up to the discretion

of the judge. Other contempt cases

in Missouri have drawn such sen-

tences as $100, $50 and 90 days, $5

or one day in jail. (In one labor

case in the thirties, a temporary in-

junction was issued and the next

da\ the union began a sit-down in-

side the plant. Union officers were

fined $500 and sentenced to six

months — penalties comparable to

some of those assessed by Judge

Scott. However, this labor case was

appealed and the sentences found to

be excessive.

)

Bail, pending appeal, was refu.sed,

the Court stating that criminal con-

tempt could not be appealed, and all

nineteen were immediately sent to

jail to begin serving their sentences.

TT HE Globe congratulated Judge

Scott on giving the demonstrators

the punishment they deseiwed, while

the Post indicated that perhaps the

severitv of the sentences might be

questioned. These two editorials

probably reflected rather common at-

titudes. While CORE itself is an in-

terracial organization, four of those

sentenced being white, and while

some other vv^hite people were sym-

pathetic, b\ and large, white St.

Louis shrugged — or approved.

But Negro St. Louis was angry.

This was not a “sore spot in an

otherwise favorable racial picture.

This was one law for the white and

another for the Negro; this was the

“white power structure” using its

power to put the Negro in his place.

(Continued on Page 24)
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Richard C. ade

THE COLLAPSE OF PROGRESSIVISM
AMONG MIDWEST REPUBLICANS

At press time, Illinois Secretary of State Charles

Carpentier announced that he will not be a can-

didate for governor for reasons of health.

Four years ago Charles H. Percy,

the young, successful president of

Bell and Howell, became chairman of

the platform committee of the Re-

publican national convention. To this

group was confided the task of de-

veloping a program which could serve

as a definition of ‘modern Repub-

licanism.” Significantly too, his ap-

pointment was designed to introduce

a new face to national politics. The

Chicago industrialist presumably rep-

resented the rise of a new generation

of G.O.P. leaders which had stopped

fighting Franklin Roosevelt and the

New Deal and had become ac-

comodated to social welfare at home

and the irrevocable involvement of

the United States in the world

abroad.

Within the past few months

“Chuck” Percy has announced his

candidacy for the Republican nomina-

tion for Governor of Illinois. Most

observers expected his campaign to

open a healthy, vigorous debate on

the future of the G.O.P. in mid-

America. This expectation was height-

ened by the quality of his major op-

ponent, Secretary of State Charles

Carpentier, an amiable hack, nearly

seventy years old, the choice of the

seasoned and locally successful petty

machine bosses around the state.

Yet within a few weeks the bright,

young, progressive candidate looked

strangely like his faded, aging, con-

servative adversary. Percy canceled

out a modest liberal record on civil

rights by proclaiming that additional
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legislation would not help in the

present racial crisis. His denunciation

of the “West Side bloc,” the syndicate

lobby in Springfield, was initially so

lukewarm that the reform G.O.P.

sheriff in Cook county declared he

would find it difficult to support the

ambitious young executive-politician.

Then downstate the candidate pro-

claimed Chicago incapable of “home

rule,” though smaller towns and the

suburbs presumably had enough vir-

tue to be trusted with local self-

government. And, finally, Percy found

it on his tongue if not in his heart

to support the presidential ambitions

of Senator Barry Goldwater when it

had been widely believed that he

leaned to Governor Nelson Rocke-

feller. In short, he abandoned most of

the tenets of “modern Republican-

ism” before a single shot had been

fired — even before his opponent had

taken to the field.

This sudden collapse of what ap-

peared to be the most promising

figure in midwestern Republican-

ism deserves some analysis. It cannot

be explained by a lack of a liberal

tradition in the G.O.P. For early in

the century the Midwest produced

some of the most com»pelling pro-

gressive figures on the national scene.

George Norris of Nebraska, Robert

La Follette of Wisconsin, and Albert

Beveridge of Indiana not only rep-

resented the liberal sentiment within

their own state parties but also

helped shape a great national epoch.

Others, like Dolliver and Cummins
in Iowa or Pingree in Michigan or

Clapp in Minnesota provided a broad

and successful progressive base for

the whole region.

In the vibrant campaign against

concentrated wealth under Theodore

Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson, mid-

western Republicans provided both

leadership and legislative support.

They also furnished local reform move-

ments with governors and mayors.

And in conventions liberal spokes-

men challenged and often defeated

standpatters.

The bolt of the Bull Moosers, dif-

ferences over our entry into World

War I, disillusionment with the sub-

sequent peace, and the decline in

farm population all sapped the pro-

gressive vigor within the G.O.P. Yet

reform cadres remained. A Hoosier,

Wendell Willkie, (though trans-

planted to Wall Street) led the re-

turn of modern forces to leadership

in 1940 after the Hoover years. And
in Minnesota, a liberal governor

named Harold Stassen, elected to

three consecutive terms, seemed to

presage a revitalization of liberal Re-

publicanism.

But the postwar decades saw the

virtual disappearance of this tradition.

The voices of progressive Republican-

ism are now raised either in the East

by such leaders as Clifford Case or

Jacob Javits or in the Far West by

Thomas Kuchel and Mark Hatfield.

Even Kentucky can quite improbably

produce a John Sherman Cooper. Yet

Middle West Republican leadership

is a solid bloc of conservatives divided

only by the thoroughness of their
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right wing enthusiasm. It is a meas-

ure of this development that Con-
gressional leaders Charles Halleck and
Everett Dirksen, sturdv Tories under
any definition, are often accused of

selling out to the White House on
scattered, if important, issues.

This rout of modern Republican-
ism has led commentators to label

the whole region “Goldwater terri-

tory” and prompted anitlysts to talk

about “the deep conservatism of the

Middle West.” Allusions to an his-

toric isolationism presumably clinch

the argument.

T iin characterization is tempting

but mistaken. While it is true that

the G.O.P. has deserted its liberal

past, it is not true that the voters

have followed the party in its de-

lection. The Middle West now sends

to the Senate the most reliable liberal

contingent of any section — but they

are all Democrats. Humphrey, Doug-
las, McCarthy, Nelson, Proxmire,

Hart, McNamara, and McGovern
comprise the dependable core for

an)' progressive activn'ty, while Bavh,

Hartke, Young, Symington, and Long
can be counted on to join them with

some regularity.

Obviously, what has happened is

that the Democrats have inherited

the remnants of the earlier liberal

Republicanism. In some states the

change was filtered through inde-

pendent organizations such as the

Non-Partisan League or the Farmer-
Labor or Progressive parties. In

others the transfer was more direct.

In any case, the Republicans closed

out the progressives while the Demo-
crats (though reluctantlv in manv
places) accepted them.

The result has been to make the

Republican party hopelessly conserva-

tive and deposit liberal prospects
with the Democrats. Though the

division has never been absolute, it

is fair to say that while the Demo-
crats may sometimes fail liberalism,

the G.O.P. never betrays conserva-
tism. In the United States Congress,
in the state houses, and in citv halls.

Republican leaders from mid-America
remorselessly oppose and obstruct

even the most modest progressive

measures.

The coalition which made the Re-

publican Party formidable in the Mid-
west earlv in the twentieth century

encompassed successful farmers, resi-

dents of small towns, and, most im-

portantly, the bulk of the business

community. Within these elements,
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however, progressive ideas always

had a hearing and sometimes great

influence. But bv 1950, the suburbs

emerged as a new factor. Present in

the urbanized states as early as World

M'ar I, they became a dominant

factor throughout the region by mid-

centurv. Within the state parties of

Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, Missouri,

Wisconsin, and Minnesota, power

gravitated to suburbia. Eisenhower

found there enough votes to offset

traditional Democratic majorities in

the cities. This support held up re-

markably well for Ni.xon in 1960,

especially in the outer rings, and

todav these areas comprise the

G.O.P.’s most reliable bloc.

The rise of the suburbs subtl\'

transformed the outlook of the party.

Thev represented the fastest growing

segment of the population, contained

the residences of the expanding

managerial class, and embodied the

aflluence of our times. And in brute

part\' terms, the\- possessed the mone\

necessar\- to mount state and national

campaigns. Hence, the\ became the

unique s\mbol of “modern Repub-

licanism.” As rural areas declined and

small towns either withered or de-

veloped their owai suburbs, no force

was left to contain the influence.

The suburbs, to be sure, provided

a rich harvest of votes. The)' also

shaped polic\' and produced new
leadership. In the (juiet uphea\’al the

first casualt)- was the old progres-

sive tradition. Suburbanites, after all,

had it made and w'ere not anxious

to change much. Givil rights agita-

tion, especially, threatened to repeal

a comfortable status quo. An older

s\ mpath\' for the Negro’s plight gave

way to a growing fear of the outw'ard

thrust of colored ambitions. Soon

Deerfield, Illinois and — less well

known — Greve Goeur, Missouri

joined Little Rock and Birmingham
on the nation’s datelines of racial

trouble.

Taxation, too, became an increasing

concern. Manv new' suburbanites had

convinced themselves that by moving
out of the citv, thev w'ould escape

high taxation. But soon the towais

needed more money. Schools had to

be built, then expanded. Later a

w'hole new' set w'ere required. More-
oxer, suburban dw'ellers wanted the

services thex' had learned to expect

in the cities. The concern oxer tax

rates grexv into an obsession. In-

creasinglx', this question ox'ershadoxved

almost all others.

Under these pressures there xxas

no room for the La Follettes, the

Norrises, the Dollivers, or ex*en the

Mh'llkies. Figures caught in the middle

of the change either lost primaries,

like the xoiinger La Follette, or em-
braced the nexx* ideologv, like Harold

Stassen. Among the vounger genera-

tion, those xvith progressix’e inclina-

tions had no choice but to become
Democrats or to plav futilely at in-

dependencx . Y o u n g Republicans

(|uickl\' came to believe that their

partx had alxvavs been xvhollx con-

servatixe. At national and state con-

xentions, keynote speakers moxed
nimblx' back through the Progressive

era to Lincoln or more xaguely to

“the Founding Fathers.”

It is in the context of the suburban

captivitx' of the G.O.P. that the Percy

campaign for the governorship must

be seen. Brought into public life

during the Eisenhoxver days, he open-

Ix espoused xxhat the former Presi-

dent ambiguously called “Modern
Republicanism.” As chairman of the

platform committee in I960 he

drafted a document representing the

hopes, if not the record, of the ad-

ministration. To be sure, Mice Presi-

dent Nixon and Goxernor Rockefeller

callouslx pushed him aside to rexvrite

the major planks to reflect their pri-

xate agreement. But in the end that

compromise xvas betxven the party s

center and left, leaving the Gold-

xvater right xvith little consolation.

The xvhole episode did little to raise

Perex’ s stature, but it did seem to

underline his connection xvith the

“modern” xving of the G.O.P.

This position xvas substantiated in

the earlx' xears of the “Nexv Frontier.

Perex' testified for a Fair Employment

Practices bill in the Illinois legisla-

ture xvhich ultimatelv became laxv.

He did nothing to discourage the

xvidespread assumption that he sup-

ported Rockefeller’s presidential am-

Intions, or even that he might xvind

up xvith the second spot on a Rocke-

feller ticket. Bell and Hoxvell’s spon-

sorship of some documentarx' televi-

sion programs inaugurated a new
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look in public service advertising in

the business community. After a trip

to Japan he embraced free trade over

protection, a position more attuned

to the Republicans liberal, inter-

national wing than the conservative

protectionism of the Old Guard. With-

in the state party he sided with the

emerging new and energetic ele-

ments in their struggle with the Old

Guard leadership.

In July he announced his intention

to run for the governorship and to

enter the April primary. This early

announcement, it was explained, per-

mitted time to put together an or-

ganization, meet the voters around

the state, and develop his views on

major issues. A headquarters opened

in suburban Wilmette; brisk, young

executives moved into campaign posi-

tions; local newspapers covered the

story lavishly and the Saturday Eve-

ning Post ran a profile on Percy en-

titled “New Challenger to the Ken-

nedy Clan.'' To one who had watched

the Rockefeller surge in New York

in 1958, the pattern seemed strange-

ly similar.

And, like Rockefeller, Percy is in

many ways an attractive candidate.

At 44, he is not young by the

standards of this new political genera-

tion, but he is young when compared

with his 67 year old opponent. A good

but not eloquent speaker, he conveys

a stout-hearted dedication to public

service. A pretty wife and youthful

family help to give the Percy cast

an “All-American” air. He campaigns

with boundless, well publicized

energy, barnstorming around the state

with a high school band called “the

Windjammers.” His big appeal lies

in the suburbs where the clean cut

look, the businesslike air, and the

floods of amateur volunteers make his

campaign .seem more like a commun-

ity chest drive than a political contest.

The “image-makers” dwell on his

remarkable career as a self made man
who rose from a $12 a week clerk to

the presidency of a multi-million-

dollar camera and electronic corpora-

tion. Though others liken this suc-
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cess to Horatio Alger, his wife,

Loraine, likes to say “his life sounds

like a soap opera.”

Percy is obviously intelligent. But

he is now out of executive life and

in the broader world of public af-

fairs and political ideas. And in this

new world he is just as obviously not

at home. His speeches and interviews

suggest little intimacy — indeed

scarcely an acquaintance — with the

nation's great political thinkers. They
indicate rather a man centrally con-

cerned with immediate and often

narrow questions, repeating familiar

“truths,” and uncomfortable in the

presence of sophisticated dialogue.

His attack on the Kennedy tax bill

perhaps captured best the essential

limitation. Supporting a move to

freeze federal spending, Percy dis-

missed a tax cut as “another ex-

ample of their [the Kennedy admin-
istration's] ignorance of the most
fundamental law of economics —
you can't have your cake and eat it

too.” (This is intellectually compar-

able to Carmine De Sapio's formula-
tion of the cold war: “There's no
Mother's Day behind the Iron Cur-
tain. ) A political scientist from the
Univ'ersity of Chicago developed a

political remedial reading course for

Percy which involved Saturday morn-
ing discussions of The Federalist and
other basic American political texts.

It is characteristic of the candidate
that he should undertake such a self-

improvement program even at the
age of 44, but it is also a significant

commentary on a man who is thought
by his friends to be of presidential

calibre.

His uncertain moorings in the big
questions of the day, however, were
not immediately apparent. A show-
down between “modern” Republican-
i.sm and the “Old Guard” was uni-

versally anticipated. Yet with each
pronouncement, Percy moved farther

away from his early liberalism. It may
be, of course, that he had never
been as progressive as he sounded;
or, worse still, that the early rhetoric
simply expressed a calculation of the

popular mood of the moment. At any

rate, the “new” Percy seemed a dis-

tant and very conservative cousin to

the “old” Percy.

TT HE first indication of the right-

ward drift came almost immediately.

In late July, in the midst of the sum-

mer's racial crisis, Percy announced

that he opposed “open occupancy”

legislation designed to widen op-

portunities for Negroes in housing.

Chicago had already adopted such

an ordinance. Governor Otto Kerner

supported a state law, and church

and civic groups endorsed both. Most
of all, Negroes increasingly stressed

housing along with education and

jobs.

Percy's argument, however, was

even more disappointing than his posi-

tion. He declared that “for 99 percent

of the Negroes, an open occupancy
law would do nothing” and only

“fool them into thinking that more
housing would become available to

them.” Why? Because whites “would
simply break” the law. “It would take

an army of 100,000,” he concluded

ominously, “to enforce an open oc-

cupancy law.”

Such an argument leaves Negroes

with little hope. No matter what
their education or income, they are

consigned to the ghetto. Since

Percy himself lives in Kenilworth, a

suburb which is among the most
segregated spots in the state, his

opposition to open occupancy arouses

special bitterness in the Negro com-
munity. Moreover, Negroes had every

reason to expect something more.

For Percy has happily taken great

credit for the recent passage of a Fair

Employment Practices law and often

repeats the judgment of “leading

businessmen” that “my testimony for

FEP legislation in Illinois broke the

back of FEP opponents.” Yet his

pride in the adoption of the law does
not extend to its substance, for he
claims that FEP has not even “made
a dent” in Negro unemployment.

Percy's explanation of his support
for fair employment but not for open
occupancy suggests there will be little

civil rights leadership from the Gov-
ernor’s office if he should win. “I

think the FEP law reflects the con-

.sensus of the people,” he told a

Negro newspaper in Chicago. “I be-

lieve most people feel that no one

should resist the efforts of anyone
who wants to work. I do not believe

there is a consensus for open oc-

cupancy.” In short, on the most cru-

cial question of our time, Percy dis-
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covers his conviction in a ‘‘consensus/*

There are few Negro Republicans
anyway, or at least this is the view
of G.O.P. leaders around the state.

Senator Everett Dirksen has made the
point several times since his cam-
paign in 1962 that the Democrats
have sewed up the colored vote so

securely that no Republican can hope
for even modest success. Hence, pre-

sumably, it is an issue in which no
Republican finds mileage during a
primary contest.

Yet Percy stumbled on an even
simpler question — the influence of
the “West Side bloc** in Illinois poli-

tics. The bloc is bi-partisan and
exists to make certain that no crack-
down on crime in Illinois gets un-
comfortably close to being effective.

Richard Ogilvie, a young, energetic,

and highly ambitious Cook County
Republican, became sheriff last year
on an anti-crime campaign which
promised to clean out the Syndicate
and eliminate the influence of the
West Side bloc. This question, unlike
civil rights, is an important issue in
a Republican primary.

By November, Percy could say at
his testimonial dinner that “as long
as the West Side bloc is thought of
as a proper part of the Republican
Party we cannot claim a moral supe-
riority over the Democrats** and he
suggested “we should cut them off

from party funds raised for elec-
tions.** The statement scarcely had
the ring of a crusade, but it was
much stronger than his first declara-
tion on the bloc. The summer state-

ment was so tepid that Sheriff

Ogilvie said it “won*t do’* and quick-
ly began to look around for another
candidate. It is hard to see why
Percy did not come out swinging
horn the opening bell on this issue
and make it his own. The West Side
bloc is both loathsome and unpopular.
There would have been both votes
and party leadership in it. And what
is more, it would have elevated
markedly an otherwise routine cam-
paign.

While Percy has backed away
from civil rights and enlisted only
reluctantly in the war against the
West Side bloc, it must be said that
he deserted “modern Republicanism*’
on the national scene with unseemly
haste. He has denied that he ever
made any commitment to Governor
Rockefeller, but surely no one
dreamed twelve months ago that he
would now be sidling up to Senator
Coldwater. Yet by mid-November
Tom Littlewood, the Chicago Sun-
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Times Springfield reporter, found
Percy downstate sounding “as though
he would have publicly bussed Gold-
water if the Arizonan had been pres-

ent.** He went so far as to declare

that if Goldwater were now president,

the “police state in Guba, the

launching pad for subversion, would
not have been permitted to exist.**

He even joined the Senator on civil

rights, saying that an open occupancy
law would “strike at the whole heart

of our right to keep and retain prop-

erty and wealth.** The explanation

of this unlikely alliance was hardly

elegant: “Illinois, after all,** he said

“is the very heart of Barry Gold-
water territory.**

All this might be passed over as

campaign maneuver and rhetoric, if

the candidate were at the same time

developing an exciting new program
for the state. But the hard fact is

that Percy has produced not a single

new idea to meet the state*s pressing

problems. He skates over the tough
questions, such as the controversial

birth control issue, in silence. He
promises vaguely that he will some-
how attract new industry to Illinois.

Nothing, however, conveys so clear-

ly the routine quality of the Percy

candidacy as his own “platform:**

Here are the key elements of

my program for Illinois:

I am against raising existing

taxes or introducing new taxes

which would stifle new invest-

ment. Taxes must not penalize

productivity.

The budget must be balanced,

not by raising taxes, but by
sounder management of govern-

ment. As a business man, I find

mismanagement abhorrent. As

governor, I would not tolerate

wasteful spending of the peo-

ple’s money.

The educational system of Illi-

nois must be of the highest

possible quality.

Rehabilitation must be stressed

in all welfare programs, to get

people off welfare rolls and into

payrolls.

We must strengthen the Re-
publican party in Illinois by bet-

ter organization everywhere and
by eliminating the influence of

the West Side bloc.

The program — carried out bv
the highly qualified personnel

I am sure I can attract into state

government — will have an im-

mediate effect in improving the

outlook for every citizen and
every business in Illinois.

There is nothing in that list that

anyone in either party could not

endorse. But what Illinois needs, as

every state needs, is a new look at

perennial problems, a new spirit of

innovation, and, above all, the re-

jection of the notion that the tax

level is the only important question

to be discussed at election time.

Fifty \ears ago Republican governors

in the Midwest pioneered in the

creation of modern state government.
The time is ripe for a revitalization of

this G.O.P. tradition. And Perev
comes to these questions unhampered
by previous commitments, schooled

in the tough competitive world of

business, and with a prestige that

cannot be matched by his opponents.

Yet the sad fact is that he has

frittered away the opportunity. He
looks more and more every day like

a young fogey, repeating weary con-

servative cliches, and hoping voters

will choose him for his youth and
success. Polls show some improve-
ment in his position in the race

against Carpentier. He may even win
the nomination. But certainly manv
who expected much and found little

will conclude that if both aspirants

have old and tired ideas thev might

as well get the real thing and elect

the old and tired candidate.

Richard. C. Wade is professor of

history at the University of Chicago.

Previously, he taught at Washington
University. St. Louis.
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dim, swooping houses where Kiro

imagines country girls are crouched

in orderly kitchens, girls who smell

of turnips and of grass. Every few

moments, bare gingko trees by the

tracks pose and run.

Like some idea of the past, the

train presses on. And now Kiro

makes out the distant glimmer of

Kobe: Kobe, where young men paint

insignias on old battle jackets, where

charred figures and black dogs sleep

on the bomb shelter’s floor. And in

dripping alleys, the Black Market

whispers its prizes: Kerosene. Coal.

Under houses, in the dark, its voice

can be heard, crooning like a mothers:

Tea. Rice. Flowers. And some will

eat flowers. And far into the night, an

old woman will open and flatten out

stained ration tins, watched by her

daughter’s whimpering eyes, pinched

in the last days of pregnancy. Kobe

will swim into view, like a man in

rags ...
Kiro and Yoshita are coming home

from a New^ Year’s celebration at the

house of a former University chum,

Hariwa. Gravel)', Hariwa swept a

sheet of newsprint from the New
Year’s cake he had been hiding as

a surprise. Oh, it glistened between

altar candles, that cake, the snow

white cake. Two plump, spun-sugar

loaves sparkled marvelously, and

Yoshita kept blinking at the dazzle.

Crowned with a mandarin orange

and a branch of rhododendron, the

cake was an awesome sight; yes,

festive to be sure, but reverential,

too, like a shrine. Against the white

loaves, the slick leaves showed nearly

black and the candle flames wavered

as Kiro breathed thoughts of home
and other New Year’s cakes.

No direct allusion to the cake was

made, of course. No cjuestion about

NOW' on the mountain is white,

even if it’s not new snow. Near the

railroad tracks, the snow is dusted

brown by ashes; it trails off spottily

towards the mountain, turns gray,

then white as the eye travels on and

awav. No matter how far he looks,

snow on the ground is not as white

as that on the mountain. Idle thoughts.

Train thoughts. The mountain re-

minds him of the somber peak of an

iceberg.

The.se are Kiroge’s thoughts, mus-

ing on bad times. Kiroge sits next

to Yoshita on the train. They are

“new civilians,” soldiers who unfor-

tiinatelv returned much later than

most soldiers after the signing of the

Peace. Comrades who shared a little

room during the long months of ad-

justment and “reconstruction,” they

ride this rickety train from the coun-

tr\' back to Kobe. It’s a late train and

dark inside. The kero.sene lamps are

broken or have been spirited off into

tin shacks bv needy folk. Yet w^ood is

]')iled b\' the tracks, and for the first

time in many months, a running train

takes kinsmen from visits with rela-

ti\'e.s on this special New Year’s trip.

There is only one car in the train.

It bumps along behind the wood-

Inirning locomotive. It’s crow^ded,

reeks with smoke and soot, and is

filled In- the snore and wheeze of a

cold winter night’s journey. But no-

b()d\ seems to mind. Kiro sits next

to the aisle. In the dark, his .shaved

head looks hard and black as an iron

pot round as a pot. He .squirms in

stiff ci\'ilian clothes and peers

straight ahead. He is xoung and a

veteran — a black cigaret stub is

dri\’en between his lips.

His face, flat and mildly indignant,

appears to recoil from an unexpected

slap. Time w^on’t change this much,
and time doesn’t matter to Kiro.

Next to him, Yoshita is dreaming,
bundled against the smokey cold. His
sleeping face nods gently on folds of

a yellow^ muffler. Smiling sometimes,
he shows a row- of steel teeth that

glitter when a light outside sweeps bv.

Even in sleep he seems proud of his

teeth. He admits that they pain him
wKen he drinks hot or cold li(|uid.s,

but that’s little enough to endure for

such .splendid-looking teeth — and
at a time when stainless steel is so

scarce. He speaks gingerh- because his

jaw' is held together b\’ w'ires. Now
he dreams, how'ever, and says noth-

ing of his discomforts.

Kiro almost smiles w'hen he thinks

about those absurd teeth. He w^ould

like to say something to Yoshita, and
is a little annoyed that his friend is

always sleeping. But the\’ were com-
rades-in-battle, remember, and are

bound together by certain ties. Kiro

cannot remind Yoshita how they sat

in a bomb crater roofed wn'th fronds

for three days wTile the Pacific island

shuddered and shook, nor of the

sago roots Kiro chew^ed each dav and
pushed into the hole in Yoshita’s face.

His breath came out foul as fer-

mented chicken guts, but Kiro held
his friend’s head and forced him to

swallow without once turning his

owai face aside. Now% on the train, he
thinks of his own mortar shell and
champs dowai hard on the cigaret

and opens his eves.

The train bumps along, blow'ing

soot and sparks. It bumps down the

tracks towards Kobe. Tinv lights wink
in the distance.

Siirel)' the.se bonds make men
])rotliers — especially on a cold New^
Year’s night, wdien one’s eves gaze

out hungril)’ at black jutting barns and
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where the sugar came from: sugar

was as scarce as coal. Kiro saw the

shadow of Hariwa’s pretty wife, who
was listening on the other side of

the shojii, and decided he had better

pay her a compliment.
Hariwa's face was busy being grave

when he acknowledged the compli-

ment, lips studiously thinned, his nose

pinched — that same face he put on
when reading Swiss trade journals.

Had he been in the fighting, Hariwa
would not need to put on the serious-

ness of a wounded man. In defeat,

everyone feels obliged to show a dis-

ability, Kiro imagined. And yet he
made a joke when they left, saying
to Yoshita: “Hariwa must have one
of those postwar disorders we can’t

possibly understand.”

“The sad thing really,” Yoshita re-

plied, as they trudged up to the coun-
try station-house, “is that everything I

drink tastes like it came out of those

damn tin army cups.”

“Maybe they melted them down
for your teeth,” Kiro said, looking
off. Yoshita made a wry face as best
he could.

“You remember how a samurai
could travel unchallenged in hostile

territory — even if everybody knew
exactly whose retainer he was — just

by putting a big market basket over
his head and declaring himself
incognito?” Yoshita continued dream-

“What’s that got to do with New
Year’s?”

But they went on without speak-
ing, past a garden pond, where long

branches of a huge, old cherry tree

were propped above the water b)*

wooden crutches stuck down in the

mud. And sure enough, as Kiro

suspected, Yoshita heaved the great
sigh he had been storing up.

‘ Summer’s frogs are sleeping so

soundlv in the winter mud,” Yoshita
quoted himself a minute later.

The country station-house was
dusty and bitter cold; from the privy
out back, the wooden seat and boards
had long been pilfered. Yoshita bent
down to look at something before he
urinated in the corner. Kiro saw a

minute later it was an old paper
shoe the mice had gnawed ragged.
It steamed gently in slats of moon-
light coming through chinks in the

boards left on the station-house.

Yoshita blew on his fingers and Kiro

jogged where he stood for warmth:
they waited for the headlamp to come
slumbering out of the darkness settled

over the snow.
A man has his way of seeing things,

Kiro thought as he stared out into
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the snowy pines. He s like a coolie

staggering under a loaded harness.

He chews thorns and so many people

ask why he bothers to chew thorns,

why he labors under such useless

baggage. It was as if a man could

divorce his wife because she wet the

bed at night.

Kiro no longer feels any pride when
he forces back tears. He is young, all

right, but not the “blossom cut down
in his prime,” the newspapers would
have us think. He breathes quietly

despite his thoughts, a measured, al-

most primitive rhythm of the cornered.

The train stops to take on more
wood; he opens his eyes and stares

past Yoshita’s face that has fallen on

his shoulder.

Outside are damp, upturned faces

swimming out of lantern light, press-

ing close to the trembling car. Some
cany raised hands on each side of

the face, as if they offer the face.

There are closed eyes; an old man
seems to be recalling the death of

sons, with tears streaming like ice.

Kiro shudders at heads paddling out

of the glimmer, out of time, heads

in a museum, small, prehistoric —
yes, crimped with the same earnest,

questioning look on faces of heads

shrunk bv Pacific islanders. Shrunken

heads in an island village, and skulls;

he remembers them now: How each

face was frozen in furious concentra-

tion, trying to realize, to understand

the process that had reduced it to the

size of a man’s fist. Faces outside . . .

Certainly that was not his face in

the glass . . . That same dumb grimace

of search: What has happened to us?

Oh, what has become of our aims

and legs . . .? Is this . . .? Japan?

Yes. A vapor strikes its plume in the

smoke and sleet spatters it away.

Where is it? Where is it now? That

pale, handsome face you wore to m\
house, Yoshita, the New Year’s night

you forgot your silent bow and nod,

the night you whispered to me that

mv sister had eves like Koriusai’s

falcons? Imagine, my sister! You
should not have stared at her when
she served the wine, the succulent

butterfish, or made her look at you

with that fetching, imperious look she

had, mv friend. My sister suffered

from the same proper hoiuse of pride

I suffer from. And that poem, you . . .

You poet, you chaser of butterflies.

Remember? How you wrote poetry

to throw in the ocean, singing and

stamping in the sand. Planes came
out of the rising sun at dawn, all

shining and chattering like your im-

pudent teeth chatter, and you danced
for crazy on the open beach like a

drunken snow-chopper in the moun-
tains.

Kiro is thinking or Yoshita dreams
perhaps. Who cares which? Does it

matter? The train moves towards
Kobe. And the mountain too has

moved, imperceptibly, like a frog

stirring in the winter mud.
Kiro thinks or Yoshita dreams: the

train is moving towards Kobe, a dim
skv stitched to a dim, shining horizon,

and Japan, Japan in tatters is moving
too, rising out of chilly mists as when
prophecies are satisfied.

And the faces too move away,

losing even their resemblance to

trampled snow. Kobe comes next.

We have been careful long enough.

Oh ves, we have been so careful, so

polite. But he is the hoarder of

dreams, this Hariwa, a privateer

whose smooth black head glistens

like the back of a slug when he

tries to disguise his abominations.

Look!, he sa\'.s, look at my cake! See?

I have been true to the Japan that

was. Look!, he says, and squints at

m\' wooden elbow. Look! See how
I have kept faith. But the black

smell of gunpowder is rubbed into

his mone\', and the crackle of paper

shoes and wooden cartridges. He is

worse than a cannibal, you poet! His

voung wife .smells like a turnip!

Wake up! Wake up! Japan is

moving: black fingers reaching into

the oilv guts of a black locomotive.

See what is born! Wake up, Yoshi,

wake. It is time. We won’t ever

see each other again . . .

Once our sturdy island was con-

sidered iinsinkable. The coastal pro-

vinces are raked bv a hard Siberian

mistral; in Osaka, it rains half the

year and prints .show villagers fleeing

the deluge in great, ba.sket-like head-

gear. In fine houses, women still

copy siitras or draw peonies on silk

with slender, sable brushes. But down

b\ the docks, a small, fish-smelling

woman is biting in half the umbilical

cord of her child. She is crouched

on all fours iust like an animal: a

woman from the country in all likeli-

hood.

In Kobe, two men get off the little

train. The locomotive driver peers

down through smudged, steel-

rimmed spectacles and waves a cap.

The two men shake hands and go

off, each in his own direction, each

hunched against the drizzle. But they

are not particularly noticed; everyone

is busy watching the train make

ready to move on. The driver waves

his cap: A whistle! And again. Sav.

who were those two serious young
men?
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me Kill me I

I T hit New Madrid, Missouri on De-

cember 16, 1811, at 2 in the

morning. Settlers ran terrorstricken

from tottering and falling buildings

to find the earth belching forth great

volumes of sand and water. Stores

and houses fell into great fissures. The
river rose five or six feet in a few

minutes. Its color changed to a red-

dish hue and became thick with mud
roiled from its bottom. The surface

of the Mississippi was covered with

foam and the jets on the shore went

higher than the treetops. Within

five minutes, the clear serene night

became overcast and purplish. The
air was filled with a dense, sulphur-

ous vapor that left the inhabitants

gasping for breath. The overcast

stayed until daybreak; aftershocks

(twenty-seven of them) occurring

every six to ten minutes accompanied

by sudden flashes of fire brought a

night full of horror. The fissures ran

from southeast to northwest. Peo-

ple felled trees across the direction

of cleavage and sat or lay on the

trunks to keep from being buried

alive. The churchyard with its dead
was gone. The great fissures bared the

bones of gigantic mastodons and

ichthvosauri.

Between New Madrid and \h'ck’s

Plantation, now’ Vicksburg, there

wasn’t the sign of a town remaining

along the three hundred mile stretch

of river. Chimneys were thrown down
in Cincinnati. Doors and windows
were rattled in Washington, D.C.

A church bell rang in Boston and

plaster cracked in Virginia and the

Carolinas. The three major shocks

on Dec. 16, 1811, Jan. 23, 1812,

and Feb. 7, 1812 were felt over an

area of 1,000,000 square miles. It

was felt at the headwaters of the

Missouri and Arkansas Rivers and

on the Gulf of Mexico and in

Canada. Jared Brooks at Louisville

recorded 1,874 shocks between Dec.

16th and March 15th. Aftershocks

were felt for over a year and it was

almost two years before complete

cessation.

It had not been a favorable year

in the West. Hunters were alarmed

when the squirrels started migrating

in herds from north to south. There

had been heavy spring floods with

the accompanying diseases. A comet

of intense brilliancy had appeared in

September only to disappear the

night of the quake. Superstitious

backwoods men recalled a total

eclipse of the moon in September.

There had been no warning.

Fortunatelv, there was little loss ol life

because of the thinly populated area.

Between the Mississippi and the great

plains, Indians reported forests were

overthrown and rocks split in two.

An English traveler and botanist,

Bradbury, had moored for the night

about 150 miles below New Madrid.

He was wakened by a tremendous

noi.se. The Mississippi was in such a

state of agitation that he feared the

boat might upset. The noise he de-

scribed as being inconceivably loud.

‘‘I could hear trees falling and scream-

ing wild fowl, but the boat was still

safe at mooring. By the time we got

to our fire in the stern, the shock

had ceased, but the perpendicular

banks both above and below us began

to fall into the river in such masses

as to nearlv sink our boat.” They sent

men ashore who found a cha-sm

about four feet wide and eighty feet

long. The banks had sunk two feet

and at the ends of the chasm, they

had fallen into the river. Bradbury’s

party had been saved by mooring to

a sloping bank. They embarked when
this bank appeared to be moving into

the river. Aftershocks made the trees

on both sides shake violently and the

banks in several places fell, carry-

ing trees with them. “The terrible

sound of the shock and the scream-

ing of wild fowl produced the idea

that all nature was in a state of dis-

solution.”

Between Cairo, Illinois and the

mouths of the White and Arkansas

Rivers, the ground rose and fell in

great waves, making new lakes, leav-

ing swamps and river beds dry. One
of the largest of the.se earth(|uake-

formed lakes is Reelfoot Lake in

Tennessee, which is sixty to .seventy

miles long and three to tvyenty miles

wide. Here forest trees had fish

swimming through their branches and

tortoises crawling through cane

brakes. The water is clear as a

mountain stream in contrast to the

yellow Mississippi water. Lake

Eulalie, three hundred yards long

and one hundred yards wide, was

one of those which disappeared. The

whole lake apparently flowed away

through two fissures about eight

yards apart.

Another severe shock in the morn-

ing brought more landslides. The
quake caused the Mississippi to run

backward for several hours when it

raised the river bed at one point.

One flatboatman told of seeing the

whole river flowing into a fissure,

pulling his boat irrevocabh' toward

the falls. He escaped miraculously

when the fissure filled or closed and

the water met in gigantic waves.

H is boat was torn to bits, and he

clung to the wreckage. Some boatmen
chose to drift in the open river in-

stead of tving up where trees and

banks came tumbling on top ol them.

Bradbury reported three boats mis-

sing with all hands; many others must

have been swallowed up by fissures.

It was almost impossible to ascertain

the loss of life in such a large thinl)'

populated area. On at least one boat,

the men grabbed their weapons
when the Cjuake struck. It was soon

after Tippecanoe and the fear of

Indians boarding them in the night

was v^er\' real.

T HE Steamboat 'New Orleans

floated on the broad, smooth waters

of the Ohio with a relaxed crew. Tlie

Nicholas Roosevelt boat was the first

of its kind in the West and had jnst

come through the falls of the Ohio

below Louisville. Suddenly the crew

and passengers saw the water become
waves and the river bluffs crumble

and fall. The boat jerked at her

anchor. Boats lying alongside the

banks were wrecked or cast adrift.

At daybreak, as the New Orleans ap-

proached New Madrid, the air was
thick and oppressive. Aboard ship

furniture was jarred by repeated
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shocks. Afraid to moor to the shore

at night, the crew moored to small

islands. One morning they found

their mooring line leading down into

the water. The whole island had

disappeared. A dense black cloud of

vapor overshadowed the land. The
pilot couldn’t find the channel.

Other experienced river pilots of

the great Ohio and Mississippi

routes also found once familiar land-

marks had disappeared under water.

With islands sometimes completely

gone and others hidden under water
or changed in shape, the channel was
difficult to find. Once the pilot had
located it, he had to be wary of

treacherous reefs and bars. One
crater along the Mississippi was later

measured at sixty three feet in di-

ameter and sixteen feet deep. Flint,

^ geographer, visited the area a few

years after the quake and saw hun-

dreds of deep chasms. Coal or near

coal had been thrown out. Twentv
pound pieces were thrown as far as

160 feet from the craters. The earth

had thrown up sand and shale with
the gases.

Bungier, an engineer, was on horse-

back in the region during the quake
and observed the shocks advance.

The trees bent down, and often in

trying to snap back became inter-

locked and were unable to right

themselves. He heard the crashing
noise of countless branches. Power-
ful jets of water filled with sand,
loam, and rock spewed up out of

the earth and would have killed both
horse and rider had the ground
burst immediately beneath them.
Many of the more destructive shocks
were horizontal or moved in waves
across the area while others were
perpendicular.

A typical faint, dull, rumbling,

rushing noise preceded the worst

shock on Feb. 7th. The earth was
in constant oscillation for several

days. On a boat anchored thirteen

miles above New Madrid, a patroon
reported he was wakened by a tre-

mendous roaring noise. He related
the experience to William Shaler who
wrote of it in a letter. The vessel
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shook violently. Trees fell in every

direction; those standing were shak-

ing like reeds. Sparks of fire shot

from the ground. The crew im-

mediately cut cable and put olf into

midstream where they found the

current running backward. They were

carried upstream for about one min-

ute “with the velocity of the swift-

est horse.” When the current resumed

its course, they continued down-

stream and at dawn came to a falls

at least six feet deep extending across

the river and about one half mile

wide. Whirls and ripplings made

navigation nearly impossible and

destruction seemed imminent. Some

whirls were at least thirt\- feet deep

and semed to be formed by water

being sucked into a chasm. Whole

forests were flattened. New Madrid

had sunk twelve feet below its level

and was entirely deserted. Only two

boats out of thirty had escaped

destruction there. One fully-loaded

barge had been split in two and

turned upside down.

Another falls was formed about

eight miles below New Madrid, and

it took five days for the river to wear

it awa\-. All during this time, the

earth trembled at five-minute in-

tervals.

This reversion of current and

formation of falls or barriers were,

according to geologist N. S. Shaler,

“among the most surprising results

of earthquake action ever recorded.”

He also stated that the occurrence

of such a shock in a region like the

Mississippi Valley is probably un-

^orecedented in the history of earth-

quakes. But “many of the events of

that convulsion were without parallel.”

Earthquakes sometimes occur in

pairs. The first shock of the New
Madrid earthquake occurred on the

same night as the famous Caracas

quake wliere thousands were killed.

It is doubtful that those more fatal

shocks were nearly as violent as those

of the New Madrid quake.

It is interesting to note some of

the phenomena of the New Madrid
earthquake in the light of a recent

series of articles by L. M. Hasbrouck.

Hasbrouck reports on a method of

predicting earthquakes which is still

being tested, although it has a re-

corded accuracy of 80 per cent with-

in a 24-hour leeway. This method is

based on the patterns of the solar

svstem and that everything in life

is electrical in nature; that every

object is a charged body with a field

about it. These harmonic patterns

induce field-force disturbances which

cause various phenomena such as

volcanoes, earthquakes, and radio

blackouts.

It seems logical to assume that

there is some pre-warning, for ani-

mals and birds have often deserted

these areas as in August of 1959

when wildlife deserted favorite rest-

ing places at Yellowstone twelve hours

before the quake. In 1811, there were

the migrating squirrels. The atmos-

pheric conditions around the 1811

(jiiake would indicate outer space

influences. Aside from the dense air,

clouds, and skv colors, was the comet

that disappeared on the night of the

quake influenced by the same forces?

Indian lore, geological evidence,

and histor\- show’ the area to have an

earthquake history. This is not sur-

prising to geologists who believe the

Appalachian chain continues beneath

a sedimentai’}’ veneer and reappears

as mountains in Arkansas, Oklahoma,

and Texas. Seismically, the most ac-

tive regions in the eastern United

States are along the middle part of

the Mississippi River in the earth-

(juake area named after the river.

Shocks have been reported previous

to 1811; in 1776 and 1791. In Kas-

kaskia. 111., in 1795, there w\as a

quake; in 1796, in Niagara Falls; in

1804, in Chicago, all in this area.

There have been many minor ones

since. While there is reason to an-

ticipate a recurrence w^hich could

cause serious damage to such places

as Cairo and Memphis and minor

damage to St. Louis, it is well to

remember that no place on earth is

earthquake proof.

Mrs. Jeanne G. Hawkins is a resi-

dent of Toledo, Ohio.
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The Strange Case
(Continued from Page 15)

A joint statement by the St. Louis

City and County branches of the

NAACP said there had never been

‘‘such exorbitant fines and extreme

time penalties"' in the annals of civil

liberties. “Free citizens of a democ-

racy . . . expect the meting of

justice. They do not expect to reap

acts of vengeance under the guise of

justice.”

For a week, the nineteen remained

in jail. Nightly, their supporters

gathered in numbers of fifty to six

hundred outside the jail to sing and

pray. At the end of the week, all

nineteen were released on bail by

the St. Louis Court of Appeals on

a writ of habeas corpus. But when
they came out on November 1, they

came out to a community that was

not quite the same as when they

went in.

St. Louis Negroes were aroused,

and were drawing together. As one

put it, “Millsap and Judge Scott have

made the greatest contribution to

Negro unity in St. Louis in twenty

years.”

At a rally on Sunday, October 27,

there were sharp attacks on the con-

duct of the case. Rev. Frank Madi-
son Reid, for one, had an answer to

the question of why CORE leaders

opposed to breaking the injunction

and not participating in the demo-
nstration were among the first to

be jailed, while demonstrators who
actually blocked doors or sat down
in the bank that first day were
ignored. “The first thing that hap-

pens in a revolution,” he said, “is

to have its leaders put in jail to

separate them from the movement.”

Almost five thousand dollars was
raised for the legal defense of the

CORE leaders and demonstrators at’

the rally.

Ernest Calloway of the St. Louis

Negro American Labor Council, who
had previously criticized CORE now
said: “Regardless of any minor dif-

ferences we may have on tactics in

this major confrontation . . . the

community must close ranks behind

the.se sincere young people and set

a living example for generations to

come . . . an object lesson in solidar-

ity in the face of massive predatoi^

power.”

The three Negro weeklies spoke

with unaccustomed unanimit\ . The
American recalled the great tradi-

tion of civil disobedience going back
to Henry Thoreau. The Argus threw
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the familiar call for the Negro to

show “responsible leadership” back

at the white community, where it is

now most needed from “those who
hold the decisions on housing and

employment in their hands.” In the

same paper, notes of shock and

anger were sounded on almost every

page. Even Nancy Garretts column

of social news postponed the usual

“Chit Chat” to say: “Can't you see

that there is a justice for white and

a justice for Negroes when murderers

and rapists and child molesters are

acquitted (the articles were so small

you probably missed them) . . . and
people who are demonstrators are

given the kind of sentences handed
down by Judge Scott.”

The Defender said “It would be

the end of everything we hope to

gain insofar as job opportunities are

concerned, if this gross miscarriage

of justice is allowed to stand un-

protested by the Negro populace of

this city.”

The sentences were characterized

as “uniformly hostile, harsh and
severe” in a Declaration issued by
thirty-five Negro leaders who pledged
to “exert every lawful effort at our

command to secure all relief avail-

able” for those sentenced.

In the white community, too, the

meaning of the recent events had
begun to reach the conscience of the

community; people of goodwill were
not happy with a morality which con-

demned the demonstrators and left

untouched the economic crime

against which the demonstrators

were protesting. This was reflected

in the statements of religious leaders.

Although they did not condone the

demonstrations, there was a new
urgency in their recognition of the

need for action on the employment
front.

Bishop George L. Cadigan of the

Episcopal Diocese of Missouri, in a

pastoral letter said that recent de-

velopments in St. Louis make clear

that “we cannot remain uninvolved.”

Most dramatic was the procession

of Catholics—lay people, priests, and
nuns — who attended a benediction

service at St. John the Apostle Church
and then walked to the steps of the

City Hall where thev heard a mov-
ing speech by John E. Dunsford of

the St. Louis University Law School.

“The violation of a court injunc-

tion is a serious matter; but so is

the disregard of a more ancient in-

junction: love thy neighbor as thy-

self,” Prof. Dunsford said. “The
maintenance of law and order is

basic to society; but law can only

achieve justice when it operates in

a society whose basic postulates re-

flect justice . . .

“The processes of law have run

part of their course. But the underly-

ing problem remains. Those who
would speak> justice must do justice

if their statements are to be credible.

Those who have eyes must see all

around them the terrible inequities

which the Negro experiences in the

labor market of our society . .
.”

The Conference on Religion and

Race, in which representatives of

the three major faiths are linked,

pledged to seek 200 to 300^ new jobs

for Negroes by the new year and

called for a procession for interracial

justice. (Held on November 24, the

procession became a memorial for

President Kennedy as well as an

affirmation of belief in interracial

justice and equal opportunity. It

drew 35,000 people to the river-

front. )

The Jefferson Bank affair has

given St. Louis some uncomfortable

moments. It is so much easier to ap-

plaud the civil rights movement when
it marches on Washington, than when
it marches on Washington Avenue.

But here it is, and there is no way
to avoid the issue as it was stated

plainly in the Declaration of the

thirty-five Negro leaders:

“Either the Negro citizens of this

city are to continue as a peripheral,

insignificant segment, limited or ex-

cluded by practices of racial segrega-

tion and discrimination, or they are

to be included as an integral part of

all aspects of community life. The
latter decision must be the choice of

our educational, political, industrial

and civic leadership, or our city will

face continuing community strife and

decay.”

The temporary restraining order

has been made permanent; the Court

of Appeals has yet to rule on the

case of the nineteen, and the case

of those arrested on lesser charges.

Picketing continues; further legal

action is pending; a political question

was opened when CORE discovered

that the City, Board of Education, and

Housing Authority funds are de-

posited at the Jefferson Bank and

called for their removal. Only the

first chapter of this story has been
written.

Virginia Brodine is a St. Louis

editor and writer.
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POETRY

I T would be easy to write a whoop-
it-up article about poetry being one
of the “lively arts” in Kansas City.
It would be easy to proclaim this as

evidence of a budding renaissance in

this region, the region that Alfred
Knopf takes delight in calling

America's cultural desert.

It would be easy to write such
flapdoodle, complete with support-
ing statistics. Poetry readings do, in-

deed, win more public recognition
in Kansas City than anywhere else. In
effect William Stafford said that at the
conclusion of his tour as 1963 win-
ner of the National Book Award.

He had appeared in Kansas City at

the American Poets Series in the Jew-
ish Community Center. There he read
to an audience of 250. It was his

largest audience, more than twice
the number he had addressed at Nev\'
York’s famous 97th Street “Y” (best
known of poetry centers), or at the
Guggenheim Museum, or at eastern
university campuses.

But more important than audience
size, he wrote, was that only in Kan-
sas City did he sense a warm atmos-
phere of enthusiasm and appreciation
for poetry. That apparent cordial at-

mosphere had already attracted the at-

tention of the Academy of American
Poets.

One member, M. L. Rosenthal, had
written in a ISJew York Tunes Book
Review cover feature June 30 that
We have an American poetry now,
though only the poets and too small
a number of readers know it.” He
added, “We have a better soil than
climate for poetry.”

Was the climate here, perhaps,
inore invigorating? The Academy sent
its executive director here in July
to check on that and also to help
set up a Midwestern poetry circuit.

Perhaps the summer drought was
to blame, but when Elizabeth Kray
was introduced to the academic com-
munity she almost collapsed in an
arid atmosphere. (However, off-

campus people are giving her artificial
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respiration and she may come around

again.)

But in general the climate does

seem right. Bill Stafford was fol-

lowed, in the American Poets Series,

by Karl Shapiro, who read to a much
larger audience — 575 persons. And
Karl, bless him, read a couple of

poems which were as bawdy as

Shakespeare, Chaucer, or some writers

of the Old Testament. He both

shocked and pleased the audience.

The atmo.sphere became a bit

electrified.

Well, there are some of the bits

of evidence that my dear old cow-

town shows some enthusiasm for

whatever it undertakes. We call this

“the Kansas City Spirit” — and look

what that has accomplished in mak-

ing this a Major League City^ (On
second thought, don’t look at that.

Sports are on the bum in Kansas

City.)

Yes, it would be easy to write a gee

whiz article on Poetry, K.C. But let’s

face the fact that poetry is on the

bum everywhere. If it is a little less

on the bum in Kansas City, that

doesn't mean it is vigorously healthy.

Nevertheless, its apparent health

prompted H. Jay Sharp, a traveling

salesman, to offer two prizes of $50

and $25 for the best poems written

by a college and a high school stu-

dent, respectively. The Star added

$100, plus books as runner-up prizes,

for the best poems from anyone in

the “Heart of America” region.

(I’m sorry that Illinois is not one

of the six states included, but these

contests are being limited in this

first, tentative, experiment. The
Board of Advisers was wary^ of go-

ing beyond the states touching the

Kansas Citv area until it could deter-

mine and overcome the problems of

running a contest.)

The contest idea excited several

imaginations. The outside judges —
Winfield Townlev Scott, Wilfiam

Stafford, and x\lan Swallow — ex-

pressed willingness to donate gener-

oiislv of their time. Pulitzer Prize-

winner Gwendolyn Brooks said she

felt honored to be asked to present

the prizes when she appears April 16

on the American Poets Series.

Much of this sounds good. But —
there’s a big but. Although high

schools seem enthusiastic, there is

a curious lack of large numbers of

entries from campuses, although eveiy

college and university was notified.

(If announcements were not posted

at your school, any student or teacher

can get a reprint by sending a self-

addressed, stamped envelope to

“Poetry Contest,” Kansas City Star,

Kansas City 8, Mo.)

It is this apparent campus dis-

interest which prevents me from

writing an article saying that in-

terest in poetry reflects a potential

Midwestern renaissance.

It is good that poetry readings by

major poets attract their biggest

American audiences in one oasis of

the cultural desert. But these audi-

ences are composed mostly of high

school students and newly middle-

aged people. A few college people

appear, but very few.

Where is the campus ferment?

What happens to bright young

people when they leave high school?

Let's end on those questions. My
answers might be wrong. But ques-

tions are never wrong.

Thorpe Menu is the literary editor

of the Kansas City Star.
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Ways to learn to be
More casual in the poem

Were what I searched for;

Not — at my age — a way to write

For Tm on to it now or never.

Beyond even your help.

Further, I disapprove of

Those younger men who copy

Your three-step-down stanza.

What can they fetch but im-

itation of personal style?

There s no future in it for them.

Nor can I determine a norm
For that ‘Variable measure” save

The beautiful ear of an old pro.

Variation — I'm all for it —
The stain of personality —

But each man for himself.

That, or no real poems.

No, I was in search of

Any way to learn to live

More casual in the poem.

I had begun to fear I

Slipped on a New England streak

Of grease and gesturing wildly

Pointed morals, adorned a tale

or (forgive my pungency)
Sometimes a piece of one.

Also I have been charged with

Writing too much out of regret.

How reply to that?

The poet must — I said — never

Equate ceremonies of butterflies

With those of laying cornerstones.

There is so much — even at my age —
Still to learn: to see better and

So to write it better.

Most of all to stay alive.

Thanks, Bill, for all those leaves

All those flowers all

Those nights and mornings —

Especially those mornings and the

Casual gesture of a magician

With which you held

Sunlight's each momentary flash

For good and always:

Just for their own sakes.

Despite ‘‘the bomb” — and all that —
One wants — like Beethoven — to

Conclude with the human voice

In joy.
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Tonight in our secret town
wires are down. Black

lights along the street below
steady in a wind held still.

A deaf dog listens. A girl

retreats from her gaze: her eyes

go endlessly back, a spool of shadow.

Led by my own dark I go
my unmarked everlasting round
frozen in this moment: Now
smoothes all the smother, held,

wild but still. I know
so well nothing moves, arrived:

my glimpse, this town, our time.

He picks up what he thinks is

a road map, and it is

his death: he holds it easily, and
nothing can take it from his firm hand.
The pulse in his thumb on the map
says, “1:19 p.m. next Tuesday, at

this intersection.” And an ambulance
begins to throb while his face looks tired.

Any time anyone may pick up something
so right that he can't put it down:
that is the problem for all who travel—they
fatally own whatever is really theirs,

and that is the inner thread, the lock,

what can hold. If it is to be, nothing breaks
it. Millions of observers guess all the
time, but each person, once, can say, “Sure.”

Then he's no longer an observer. He isn't right,

or wrong. He just wins or loses.

Doves are what belong when accepted:
they can be taught to contend for a place,

but not so well as hawks can.

Once a dove is frightened

it will not come back for a long time,

or if it comes it will not be a dove.

Only one thing they are deteimined about—
not being other than doves:

no one has ever overcome a dove on that.

Once there was a campaign to make sure

a flock received clear recognition when examined closely.

When examined closely, they were not doves.

In the best-run countries there is justice

for everyone; everyone has guaranteed respect.

But there aren't any doves.
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He cleaned the garden or he made repairs
or, sometimes, he did nothing (when he drank);
and Mother said that he would have to leave
when he got drunk and made the neighbors notice.
But O, I used to run to hear him talk

when school was over in the afternoons,
for he would squint his eye and call me Jack
and tell me how a woman was at night.
Then, if I helped him rake and bum the leaves,
he'd let me watch him piss across the fish pond.

This Sunday hour
The bell-toll sails

Through kiting clouds
And choirs of light and wind
To sing for the flaxen bones
Of the children at war
By the swallow-voiced wood;

Shrill wasp and dragonfly
Rise from the waterbead grass
As darkly radiant as fallen angels;
In rooms below, aging, genteel hands
Knead our daily bread;
The sunlit floor is swept.
Someone splashes water in a bowl.

This morning air a violin string

Plucked vividly with the faintest touch.

And yet, if I lie still

As eldest stone,

I hear the worm stir graveward
In my wrist.

Quiet as the heartbeat is.

I wonder what you would say, Auden,
on a day like this.

The streets seem so much like regiments.
Cars which eveiyday have anywhere and nowhere to go

wear a look of evil purpose.
And pretty girls who flit around giggly and light

seem old today,
or on the brink of it.

You wonder on days with dates like this
Where the line is between a page and a chapter

in a book of history;

Certainly it is worth a volume, or at least a poem,
in your own autobiography.

Events seem to fuse into focus around
the past and the future;

But in the present, on a day like this, you wish
the outlines could be sharper.

Oh well, accept it. To work
Or to drink — probably to ponder on

Authentic Cities.

Fortunately for us we think in lines;

and while we brood upon it.

We may possibly write a poem.
Maybe someone will live to read it.
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Artist: I am in love with blue.

I squiggle it over my heart.

Blue are my butteifly nets

And the butterblue flies of my art.

Painting my canvas red.

Lolloping streaks of gieen.

Blue is the color I squirt

On the canvas IVe never seen.

Critic: Influenced less by Degas,
And a little bit less by Klein,

This artist dotes on red;

His is a red valentine.

Artist: I drift through oceans and skies.

I eat ageratum stew.

I shall exchange my brown, brown eyes

For eyes of forget-me-not blue.

Patron: His is a flaming soul:

Observe his red design.

I see him influenced least by Degas—
And a little bit least by Klein.

Winfield Townleij Scott*s most

recent book is **Collected Poems
1937-1962** Doubledatj will publish

his new collection of poems late this

spring. Scotfs ''Rose Island** ap-

peared in our Inaugural issue.

William Stafford teaches at Lewis

and Clark College in Portland, Ore-

gon. He was awarded the 1963

National Book Award for his

"Through the Dark.*** His poem
"Peace Walk** appeared in our De-
cember 1962 issue and "The Dust
Bowl Years** in our January 1963
issue.

Knute Skinnefy presently living in

County Clare, Ireland, will return to

the United States in February to

teach at Western Washington State

College.

Douglas Fowler is at the University

of Missouri in Columbia.

John^ Unterecker is a professor and
writer at Columbia University.

Fred Misurella who wrote "Letter

to W. H.** at the State University of
Iowa is now living in New Jersey.
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R. BUCKMINSTER FULLER IS SUPERBLY
IMPRACTICAL, A GENIUS

IDEAS AND INTEGRITIES, A
Spontiuieous Autobiographical Dis-

closure by R. Buckminster Fuller.

Edited by Robert W. Marks.

(Prentice-Hall $6.95, 318 pp.).

IS CCKY Fuller is hard to deal with
except on and in his own terms. The
autobiographical nature of “Ideas and
Integrities” defines the authority of

the terms clearly. One of the short

sentence-paragraphs (page 17) states

the readers task: “In this intuitive

formulating the esthetic perspicacitx’

—sensorially tunable by man — is

specifically trained to process those
borderline nuances of dimensional
ratios of the envisioned svstem’s in-

teracting sub-system component func-
tions.”

This book and Mr. Fuller are con-
siderably more complex to deal with
than, say, his geodesic dome. He
wants it all, man’s universe, wrapped
up, comprehensive, and integrated.
Mr. Fuller demands attention and he
commands respect. He is a persistent
and tenacious personality. As a teach-
er, he is a messiah-like figure and his
pedagogical influence is widespread.
And for good reason — he is a posi-
tive, dogmatic, and constructive figure
in education. His influence parallels
tliat of Josef Albers, and like Albers
his consuming vision is likely to out-
ast his formal creativity. Fuller and
his followers have little patience with
ii regularity, the concreteness and the
absurdity of the poetry of daily ex-
peiience. He is, as the first chapter
describes, a man of self-discipline, a
native of Maine, and a descendent of
puritans.

I was seeking in the whole of
experience and knowledge, rather
than in specialized isolations, for a

P(i^(> Twentij-eighi

BOOKS

jAndrew W. Morgan

comprehensive mathematical scheme
of patterning,” says, Buckminster

Fuller, who is presently research pro-

fessor of architecture at Southern Illi-

nois University.

For those who bathe in the warm
subsystems of Bruce Goff, Willem
De Kooning, and William Carlos

Williams, it is difficult not to be a

little cool to the kindergarten play

of Fuller’s Buck Rogers traffic pat-

terns and vehicles. Which, by the

wa\', he tells us he abandoned at one
point because of the inept tardiness

of metallurgical chemistry. Our world
is much plagued and enriched by the

contradictions and diversity of human
.sub.systems. The absence of com-
munication and collaboration between
various designers and artists have
made a wretched mess of urban de-

sign. Yet it is the emerging master
plan for the world that makes one,

perversely, retreat from “Ideas and
Integrities.” The master designer

evolves as the practical solution to

any esthetic argument. Fuller, as

designer, recoils from the tangential,

colloquial, concrete, and particular;

he thrives on the functional, appeti-

tive, logical, abstract, and universal.

It is precisely for this reason that the

natives of Nigeria may be revolted

by mass-produced, geodesic shelters.

The influence of Mr. Fuller’s ideas

also partly accounts for the “grand
canyon” that exists between many
university departments of art and
departments of design.

If Fuller’s account of his early life

is sometimes irritating, the turn of

events in 1927 is marvelous. By this

time, he had perceived the obso-

lescence rapidly developing in our

society due to technological changes.

The industrial lag is well illustrated

by this example of Fuller’s: Portland

cement was a by-product of the new

steel industry, yet it was forty-two

years before steel rods were inserted

into the wet cement in order to

explore the use of reinforced con-

crete. In 1927, Fuller decided to be-

come a full-time problem solver —
sans Carnegie grant. He became the

first unpaid lag engineer. Buckmin-

ster Fuller has survived ever since

that time doing research and develop-

ment “relating directly to the ap-

plication of the industrial equation

to shelter design and shelter me-

chanics and their design, production

and distribution.” His life is full of

unconventional decisions. Fuller is a

true eccentric, which is genius at its

best.

Buckminister Fuller is the unsur-

passed amateur king of almost any-

thing he sets out to do — and he

can outdo engineers, architects, de-

signers, and even poets when the

occasion demands. The possible ex-

ception to this would be prose. Even

so, “Ideas and Integrities” is a rich

introduction to this labyrinth of a

man Fuller is a sort of American

Dream fullfillment — one of a kind.

Cod bless his disciples!

The permanent greatness of Fuller

is to be found in his critical faculties.

It is, perhaps, precisely the totality

and comprehensiveness of his percep-

tion that makes him appear to be

ahead of his time — impractical. Re-

lationships between social needs and

materials cannot be cut off at na-

tional borders. As a world critic, he

displays a gentle tolerance (frequent

apologies to his friends in the AIA)

while pointing to the dinosaur meth-

ods of chemists, industrial designers,

engineers, architects, industrialists,

and bankcis. In some ways the

geodesic dome, as shown in this

autobiographv, is primarily a labora-

tory lesson demonstrating both the

possibility of new shelter design and

the stupidity and obsolescence of pres-

ent building methods. The actual pro-

ducts developed by Fuller are not

to be interpreted as the “answer” to

future needs. It is rather the com-

prehensive ideas they embody that

point the “way.” The dome, for ex-

ample, has lightness, flexibility, dura-

bility, and can be assembled in a

matter of hours. Further, it represents

a great saving in materials. More than

anything else, it represents the kind

of thinking vital to a world that will

have more people, less raw material,

and increasing movement.

Like his
^
great aunt, Margaret

Fuller, Buckminister is a man of

vision. He quotes from her prophetic

FOCUS 'Midwest



prediction written in 1842. Most of

w4iat he says is still being “pre-

dicted” today, for example:
That day wall not rise till the

fusion of races amonc us is moreo
complete. It wall not rise till

this nation shall attain sufficient

moral and intellectual dignity to

prize moral and intellectual no
less highly than political free-

dom, nor till the physical re-

sources of the country being e.x-

plored, all its regions studded
w ith towais, broken by the plow%
netted together by raihyays and
telegraph lines, and talent shall

be left at leisure to turn its

energies upon the higher depart-
ment of man's existence. Nor
then shall it be seen till from
the leisurely and yearning soul

of that riper time national ideas

shall take birth, ideas craying to

be clothed in a thousand fresh

and original forms.

THE MAN IN THE MIRROR: Wil-

liam Marion Reedy And His Maga-
zine, Max Ptitzel. (Haryard Uni-

yersity Press, $7.50, 351 pp.)

TA he name of William Marion
Reedy is w^ell knowm beyond St. Louis

because the editor of Reedy s Mirror
fhst published the poems of Edgar
Lee Masters’ Spoon River Anthology
and encouraged Theodore Dreiser
and seyeral other authors of the early

tw^entieth century. But outside his

natiye city almost nothing else is

now known of Reedy, of the man and
his personality and his problems.
Hence Max Putzel’s book is yaluable;
it tells much about the rather
Ealstaffian human being w4io edited
the Mirror from 1891 until his death
in 1920 and who w^as, in Masters’
words, “the literary boss of the Mid-
dle West.”

fhat this is not a really complete
book is not Mr. Putzel’s fault. Some
collections, such as the Masters and
Zoe Akins papers, are sealed, and
Reedy’s letters to Carl Sandburg
were not ayailable;” further, Mr.
Putzel has “been unable to lay hands
on any scrap of” letters which came
in to Reedy. This biography, then,

can be labeled only as a pioneering

Volume //, Number 10

The fundamental difference in the

frustration of Buckminster’s ideas and

integrities is that he is no longer

talking about national borders. Mr.

Fuller is talking about our present

moment in history, about a “one-

town world.” The isolation of in-

diyidual nations is dead from a

scientific, if not political, point of

\iew'. The deyelopment of a true

“comprehensiv’e anticipatory design

science” is doubly frustrating because

it expresses Margaret Fuller’s predic-

tion in w'orld-w'ide terms. Further,

the w'orld’s needs and the scientific

knowledge and the industrial potent-

ial to solye those needs already exist.

What is missing is a comprehensive

understanding for a new sense of

physical and moral order in our one

world. It is to this end, as a thinker,

critic, teacher, and designer that

Buckw Fuller has deyoted his life

these past thirty-six years.

j Harry T. Moore

work, but W'ithin its limitations it is

yery good. What materials Mr. Putzel

has had access to he has used trimly

and, without yiolating the atmosphere

of scholarship, at times dramatically.

Reedy w^as born in 1862 in the

Kerry Patch section of St. Louis, son

of an Irish policeman. Young Reedy

took a business degree at St. Louis

Uniyersity and w^ent on to become a

reporter for seyeral local papers be-

fore assuming the editorship of the

Mirror. The huge and hearty young

man w^as intimately acquainted with

late nineteenth-century St. Louis poli-

tics, of w’hich Mr. Putzel wTites with

authority and interest. Reedy’s first

marriage w^as with the manager of

the White Castle, more house than a

home and not in the least a hambur-

ger joint. Reedy soon broke aw^ay and

was aften\'ard happily married twice;

his second wife died, and the third,

who in some w^ays resembled the

first, surviyed him.

At first a conseryatiye in politics,

Reedy gradually became a radical —

for supporters of the first Roosevelt

were considered radicals. Reedy also

had advanced view's in literature: he

was one of the first to publish Emily

Dickinson and to hail the young James

jovce; he was even entangled with

Ezra Pound. Surprising!)', Reedy s

magazine at times had a larger num-

ber" of subscribers than the Nation or

e^'en the Atlantic. But his influence,

and most of what was known about

the man himself, died with him. And

after forty-three years we must be

grateful even for this incomplete

book, for it emphasizes the import-

ance of Reed\', a true importance,

and discusses the man entertainingly.

Not that Reed\' was, in his life-

time, a prophet with honor in his

town or county; indeed, he is sti

hated bv man\ in St. Louis, as Mi.

Putzel explains in his opening chap-

ter, “Persona Non Grata.” But the

Irish bo\' who grew up to become a

friend of the great, indeed the dis-

coverer and helper of man\' of them,

de.serves at last to be given his p ace,

v'hich this book at the very least

does for him. The southw'est Middle

West can indeed be proud of William

Marion Reed\ ,
one of the greatest

of its native products. He was m

the finest sense a regionalist, a man

w'ho mined the local area foi t e

richest minerals it could produce,

and gave these to the world, remain-

ing all the wffiile receptive to outside

elements of value.

I like Mr. Putzels last two sen-

tences, quoted from Harriet Monroe,

who ‘differed from Reedy in mos^t

essentials.” The editor of Portrij: A

Magazine of Verse said of Reedy. He

could have held his owui in the

Mermaid Tavern, or across from De

J
ohnson, or under the dialects of

Socrates or at the Gargantuan feasts

of Rabelais. Indeed, his spirit

belonged to more sj')ac'iou.s times. Ex-

cept for the last bit, this is somewhat

rhetorical and exaggerated —

little Dr. Rabelais reallv indulge in

“Gargantuan feasts”? — but it reflects

the kind of generosity w^e can now af-

ford to grant to William Marion

Reedy.

MIDWEST LITERATURE OWES MUCH
TO WILLIAM MARION REEDY
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Dan Saults

SECRETARY UDALL
TOO SUPERFICIAL
THE QUIET CRISIS, Stewart L.

Uchill (Holt, Reinhardt and Wins-
ton, $5.00, 209 pp.)

M Y first sight of Interior Secretary

Stewart Udall was on Missouri’s Cur-

rent river when I was one of those

who accompanied him on a brief

study of the river. It was then, pos-

sibly (and now probably), going to

become the core of an Ozark Rivers

National Monument. We were with
him for an evening and most of the

next dav.

We heard no great rallying cries

for conservation from him, and he did

not inspire the press representatives

on hand; possibly we talked too much
to give him a chance. He did leap

on a horse owned bv one of the hill

people and put on a display of riding

skill along the steep banks. Then he
dismounted amid compliments and
said simply, to the owner:

“Any rider would look good on
that horse.”

I was left with several impressions.

He is politically skilled, phvsicallv ac-

tive, and taciturn even when verbal.

Hut as Ray Headv of the Kansas Cifi/

Star said after the trip:

“It’s hard to know what Udall is

thinking, even if I did get some good
quotes.”

Now the Secretary has written —
and written well — a book to explain

what he thinks. As head of a depart-
ment that contains the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, the National Park
Service, the Rureau of Outdoor Rec-
reation, and most of the other agencies

dealing with our natural national re-

sources, his “The Quiet Crisis” is

designed to “trace as a single narra-

tive the history of the nation’s tortu-

ous relationship between man and
the land.”

By what “authority” except his

title does Mr. Udall utter strong opin-
ions on the history of conservation
in this country? (I believe, rather

cpiaintly, that authors should know
something of their subjects). Udall
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is a Westerner, and he was a Con-
gressman, but these do not make him
a conservationist. Considering the

qualities of recent secretaries of the

interior, his present title doesn’t at-

test to his resource wisdom.
Yet, if he can get public support

back of him (which is one reason
for this book, I suspect) Steward
Udall may be rated a great Secretary
of the Interior in a conservation his-

tory written 50 years from now. The
author of this book has some real

comprehension of the hopes, dreams,
and work of those who contended
through 150 years of gross exploita-

tion that the profit motive could not
be the only yardstick for measuring
human well-being.

The Quiet Crisis” traces what Aldo
Leopold called “the conservation
ethic” through the history of this land
in a chronological and highly-readable
pattern based upon the efforts of

U.S. leaders in this field. He begins
with the Indians, where I quarrel
with him in that I suspect he mis-
takes their common superstitions of

the Earth Mother, shared by all prim-
itive and less primitive peoples,

for intelligent land manipulation.

He begins non-Indian U.S. land-

use discussion with Thomas Jefferson

and generally stays thereafter with
individuals in projecting his view of

our errors and accomplishments in

conservation. The device is com-
mendable, not only as continuity but
also because it prevents easy gen-

eralities about mass thinking. He be-

lieves that all our “advances” in this

field and probablv others have been

achieved by individuals who thought

ahead, whose plans were defeated or

violenth' attacked in their own pe-

riod, but w'ho were vindicated b\'

later events.

President Jefferson is called “a

great geopolitician” and founder of

the concept of a public domain in

federal ownership, but he helped to

create the Mvth of Superabundance,

an American concept that runs all

through “The Quiet Crisis” as it runs

through political and economic life

today. Mr. Udall credits this myth

with blocking intelligent thought on

resource use throughout our history.

The book moves on in history

through Daniel Boone, Jed Smith, the

great fur traders; the author has

few illusions about them but great

respect for their “White Indian”

talents. He even knows, though few

Missourians do, that Boone was
“buried beside the Missouri” a few
miles upstream from St. Louis. The
pioneers were neither television heroes

nor consciously opening a new land;

they were, mostly, fleeing a civiliza-

tion that probably would have jailed

them as menaces to the peace.

Then Mr. Udall considers Thoreau
and the Naturalists, men he calls “the

idea makers”: William Bartram, the

early botanist; John James Audubon
nee Jean Rabin of Haiti, who boasted
of his bird-killing skill; Francis Park-
man, the great literate historian;

Ralph Waldo Emerson, the philoso-
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Report On Revel Of Radioactivity

The following table prepared by the U.S. Public Health Service provides information on
concentrations of radioactivity in milk samples. The data give are in terms of microm-
icrocuries per liter of milk (1.05 quarts).

Fallout analyses are also prepared by the St. Louis City and County Department of Public
Health for their area. These indicate that the cumulative dose of 1-131 for one year (10-28-62

to 10-28-63) was 3300 and the cumulative djse of SR-90 for one year (9-31-62 to 8-31-63) was
7070 in the St. Louis region.)
Some appreciation of the significance of estimated intake levels can be obtained by com-

parison with the Federal Radiation Council guides (see “Acceptable Risk”).

Cit\- Average Daily Level Total For Past 12 Months
As of As of

Aug. 1963 Sept. 1963 Aug. 1963 Sept. 1963
Sr-89 Sr-90 1-131 Sr-09 sr-90 1-131

Acceptable Risk 2000 200 100 730,000 73,000 36,500

Chicago 20 26 10 10,940 6,573 7,120

Kansas Citv 35 27 10 31,850 8,022 12,230

St. Louis 25 24 10 21,420 6,902 6,770

HIGHEST REPORTS FROM THROUGHOUT THE NATION
Minot, N.D. 58

All testing stations 10

New' Orleans, La. 54,915

Little Rock, Ark. 125 14,126

Dallas, Te.xas 17,270

p h e r of transcendentalism. Of
Thoreau, Udall savs he “was con-

cerned primarily with philosophy

rather than public action.” This is the

judgment of an activist, a true New
Frontiersman. Henry Thoreau didn’t

call for reform, but for nonconform-
ism.

High tribute is paid to George
Perkins Marsh, the \^ermonter who
wrote “Man and Nature,” served in

Congress in the 1840’s, was ambas-
sador to Italy and who “punched
holes in the Myth of Superabundance”
to “let the acid of doubt seep in.”

But meanwhile the big raid was
on. The public believed that forest-

leveling proved the progress of civili-

zation. In a century the continent

was stripped. Public lands were
cleared of timber too; after all it

was for the betterment of mankind.
Petroleum, hydraulic mining — all

money-making was forgiven regard-

less of long-range damage. The divine

law said this was the wav it must
always be.

Political counteraction really began
with Carl Schurz, a secretary of the

interior, and the great John Weslev
Powell, followed bv Gifford Pinchot

and John Muir. Pinchot founded the

U.S. Forest Service, Muir the Nation-

al Park Service; the two began as

friends and allies but wound up
enemies over points of doctrine. John
Muir was Scotland-born and nature-

rapt. He wrote that in wilderness

“we take no more heed to save time

or make haste than do the trees and
stars. This is true freedom. . .

.” He
denounced all compromise, tending

to forget that in this countrw at least,

laws are made in the field of “prac-

tical politics” where compromise is

essential.

There’s a chapter on the ugliness

of cities and countryside, praise for

the conservation leadership of the

tw'o Roosevelts, w4io operated cpiite

differently but do seem to have had
similar goals, and a summation that

reads:

\Ve can have abundance and
an unspoiled environment if w^e

are willing to pay the price . . .

If enough people care enough

about their continent to join in

the fight for a balance(i con-

servation program, this genera-

tion can proudly put its signa-

ture on the land. But this signa-

ture will not be meaningful un-

less we develop a land ethic.

Only an ever-widening concept

and higher idea of conservation

will enlist our finest impulses and

move us to make the earth a bet-

ter home both for ourselves and

lor those as vet unborn.

Somehow', that is disappointing. It

is an ethical statement, and a true

one, for “conservation is ultimately

something of the mind — an ideal of

men who cherish their past and be-

lieve in their future.” Obviously
Secretary Udall does cherish the past,

and has written a good historical out-

line of conservation to prove it. I am
sure he believes man has a future,

but as a professional worker in the

field, I w'ould like to know more
about how' he hopes to achieve it.

For the public, or that part of it

with any interest in the subject at

all, this is an easy book to read and

a ver\ useful one to offer perspec-

tive on where we are today in man-
aging our resources. are doing

a much better job, publicly and
privately, than w^e were only twentv

years ago. Yet “The Quiet Crisis” is

more easily read than anything else,

for Mr. Udall’s chapters on today’s

United States are full of ideas that

are outlined. I wish he had seen fit

to fill them in.

REMEWERS: ANDREW W. MOR-
GAN is president of the Kansas Citv

Art Institute and School of Design.

HARRY T. MOORE is re.search pro-

fessor of English at Southern Illinois

University. DAN SAULTS is assistant

director of the Missouri Con.servation

Commission. All are editorial advisors

of FOCUS Midwest.
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VOTING RECORDS

Congress

Key to Symbols:

Y—Voting for the Bill

N—Voting against the Bill

A—Absent
AY—Announced for the Bill

AN—Announced against the Bill

PY—Paired for the Bill

PN—Paired against the Bill

HR—House Bill

S—Senate Bill

U. S. SENATE VOTES

(A) HR 3369. Passage of the bill extending
the Civil Rights Commission for one year.
Passed 71-15: R 26-0; D 45-15 (ND 40-0;

SD 5-15), Oct. 1, 1963. A "yea” was a vote
supporting the President’s position.
(B) HR 6143. Prouty (R. Vt.) — Ribicoff
(D. Conn.) amendment to a bill providing
federal grants and loans for colleges to be
used for science, engineering, or library
facilities. The amendment would provide a
three instead of a five-year program, and
would make grants available for a broader
range of facilities. Rejected 33-49; R 19-7;

D 14-42 (ND 13-24; SD 1-18), Oct. 15, 1963.
The President did not take a position on
the amendment.
(C) HR 6143. Passage of the bill. Passed
60-19: R 19-8; D 41-11 (ND 33-0; SD 8-11),

Oct. 21, 1963. A "yea” was a vote supporting
the President’s position.
(D) S 649. Authorizes federal grants to

states and municipalities to aid in prevent-
ing, controlling, and abating pollution of

interstate and navigable waters. Passed 69-

11: R 13-9; D 56-2 (ND 39-0; SD 17-2), Oct.

16, 1963. A “yea” was a vote supporting
the President’s position.
(E) HR 7885. The Foreign Assistance Act
of 1963. Mansfield-Dirksen amendment (as

amended by Morse and Humphrey amend-
ments), cutting $460 million from the Com-
mittee bill. Accepted 89-0: R 29-0; D 60-0,

Nov. 6, 1963. The President did not take a

position on the amendment.
(F) HR 7885. Fulbright (D. Ark.) amend-
ment to pending Gruening (D. Alaska)
amendment (below) to give the President
more discretion in cutting off aid to ag-
gressor nations and to limit the amendment
to foreign aid, not all forms of foreign as-
sistance. Rejected 32-46: R 4-23; D 28-23
(ND 22-15; SD 6-8), Nov. 7, 1963. The Presi-
dent did not take a position on the amend-
ment.
(G) HR 7885. Gruening (D. Alaska) amend-
nient to cut off assistance to any country
which the President determines is engaged
in or preparing for aggression against the
U.S. or any U.S. aid recipient. (Sponsors
emphasized it was aimed at the United Arab
Republic.) Accepted 65-13: R 26-1; D 39-12
(ND 28-9: SD 11-3), Nov. 7, 1963. The Presi-
dent did not take a position on the amend-
ment.

SENATE
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G)

Dirksen (R. 111.) Y Y Y A Y A AY
Douglas (D. 111.) Y Y Y Y Y N Y
Long (D. Mo.) Y AN Y AY Y PN PY
Symington (D. Mo.) Y N Y Y Y N Y
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U. S. HOUSE VOTES

(A) HR 6237. Authorize appropriation of
$500,000 annually for five years to help
public and private groups compile and
publish documentary source materials signi-
ficant to the history of the U.S. Passed
158-154: R 10-124; D 148-30 (ND 99-6; SD 49-

24), Oct. 15, 1963. A “yea” was a vote sup-
porting the President’s position.
(B) S 1576. Mental Retardation Facilities and
Community Mental Health Centers Construc-
tion Act of 1963 authorizing $329 million
over a four-year period. Adoption of the
conference report. Agreed to 298-13: R 119-
6; D 179-7 (ND 108-0; SD 71-7), Oct. 21, 1963.
A “yea” was a vote supporting the Presi-
dent’s position.
(C) HR 6143. Conference report on the 1963
Higher Education Facilities Act, providing
of five-year program of federal grants and
loans for construction or improvement of
public and private higher education academic
facilities. Agreed to 258-92: R 93-49; D 165-
43 (ND 128-2; SD 37-41), Nov. 6, 1963. A
“yea” was a vote supporting the President’s
position.

8 Rostenkowski PY A
10 Collier N A
4 Derwinski PN A

13 Rumsfeld N Y
MISSOURI
5 Bolling Y A Y
9 Cannon Y Y Y
6 Hull A Y N
8 Ichord Y Y Y
10 Jones N Y N
1 Karsten Y Y Y
4 Randall Y Y Y
3 Sullivan PY Y Y
2 Curtis PN Y N
7 Hall NAN

46 S. Central
Clayton, PA 7-8139

For personal service
see Viola Davies Graves

BOOKS & PRINTS

ILLINOIS
(A) (B) (C)

21 Gray Y Y Y
24 Price Y A Y
23 Shipley N Y Y
16 Anderson PN Y A
17 Arends N Y A
20 Findley N A PN
14 Hoffman N PN N
12 McClory N Y N
19 McLoskey N A N
18 Michel N A A
15 Reid N Y N
22 Springer A A Y
CHICAGO
1 Dawson Y Y Y
9 Finnegan A Y Y
5 Kluezynski Y A Y
7 Libonati Y Y Y
3 Murphy A Y Y
6 O’Brien A A A
2 O’Hara Y Y Y

11 Pucinski Y Y A
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